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Imagine the power of a single information source that provides
all the drug information you need the way you need it. The
MICROMEDEX@DrugKaowledgeTMSystem is y m r direct
gateway to in-depth drug data. The power is unparalleled.
This comprehensive collection of drug databases leads you to
everything you need and delivers it in one easy-ts-use
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resource readily accessible throughout your organization.
Whether you're looking for information on dosing, product
safety or efscacy, or daca about a foreign drug, the
DrugKnowfedge System - inchding the DRUGDEXm,
POISINDEXa, PDRa, MARTINDALE, and Index Nominun
databases

-

saves you time and money by instantly delivering

Realize the power
MICROMEDEX D rugKnow
ledge System
(800) 446-8380
wmmicromedex. corn

the vital drug information you need, when and where you
need it.
Knowledge Baes for Healthcare, S 4 f 9 G. the Environment

Meet the Candidates 2000/2001
Make sure you cast your vote for the 2000/2001 board of directors. Don't miss this
opportunity to read about your colleagues u7ho are running for board positions. Let
your voice be heard!

Outsourcing the Portal: Another Branch in the Decision Tree
intranets are often so severely under funded that they actually cost organizations
dearly in lost time and resources. Tim McMahon explains why organizations need to
employ a second-generation intranet that allows members of the organization to
access more data then they have in the past.

Flexible Workstyles in the Corporate Research Center
The changing role of the corporate librarian has been the topic of much discussion in
recent years. These changes are largely the result of expanding teclmologies.
Katherine Eaker explores the reasons why today's corporate research center is
appropriate for those seeking flexible work arrangement and provides insight into
the benefits of flexible work arrangements in other industries.
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Ballots for the Special Libraries Association
spring 2000 election will be mailed Monday,
January 2 4 , 2000. The sample ballst and
information on the 2880%200%
Board
Candidates for SLA Office is posted on our
web page in the Board of Directors section.
Also please note that several biographical
statements had to be shortened because of
space constraints. To view h % linformation
on the candidates go to wwrw.sla.cr~rg/assocP
boarddcandid00.htm.
If you do not receive a ballot within a
reasonable time, please call f i e association
office and request a duplicate. Lf yoxi have
any questions regarding voting procedures,
contact Stephanie Russell at 1-202-234-4700,
ext. 632; e-mail: stephanie@sla.org.

Bnfosmaticn
O u t l o o k ongins
sponsored b y

&ug:as W. Mewcomb

ApryI Ya6asdoknsoi1
apyilsla.crg

hformafim 6orloeKZ (ISSN iG9i-0803) is the
monfliy, a w a r d - w i n ~ gp.~%cationof 'lhe Specia': Libra$es .ks3C.islLionI 1700 Eighteenth
SZeet, NW. Wabkgtos DC 20009-2514 Tei
1-202-234-4700, eXC. 074 6 F2X 1-202-26593 17 o e-rn2: mgazine@sla.org.
Special llbrsries Association ass-es co responsibiiiy %: the saxments ar,d o$aiocs
advanced by the c s s t r h t c r s to :he
associadon's p~blicaticn.Editodd views do no:
fiecesszily npresect the official position of Ihe
Spne
:a l L:y:lrie~
T:-..-- Association.

At the turn of the century, r~ajorperiodicals have done feature stories on the events, achievements,
and milestones of the twectieth century. Yearly every one of those achievements required more than
one mind, more than one set of hands. John Donne's concept of everyone as part of a larger entity is
more appropriate now than it w2.s in 1624. The world is too complex to go it alone.
Starbucks coffee shop staff members wear T-shirts with the word team on the front. The back of the
shirt has the letters listed ic a calumn, with the slogan Together Each Achieves More.
To succeed, you need me, I need you, we both need a supportive woik environment. Part of the supportiveness is a sense of trwt and vahe. The sense of interdependence has to be present.
I watched two squirrels in r;y backyard the other day. The first to arrive was seeking out goodies
when the second one came along. There ensued a turf battle-royal. Wherever one squirrel went, the
other would follow, to chase the first one away. The result was that fieither squirrel had time to hunt
for what would sustain them over the rough winter ahead. The claims for turf were inconclusive. Both
squirrels wasted time and energy running around in circles. Why didn't they agree to each stake out a
segment of my yard then pool ti~eirfindings when they got back to their tree? It would have taken less
time, energy, and aggravation, beer, nore productive, and given them a partner for future collaborations. Trust and sane minds were not prevailing.
One of the greatest benefits of SLA membership, people have told us for years, is the networking
opportunities it provides. What is networking but creating correlation and interdependence? It is
among the things we do best. We have always been outstanding at collaborating with each other. If my
backyard squirrels were SLA members, they would have figured out how to get the job done to benefit
both of them.
Somewhere in our history, we realized the value each of us brings to the others. Why not convey
that value consistently to the management of our organizations? Why not polish our skills for communicating with those who are oiltside our profession? The 8ust and understanding required for the
cross-cultural/cross-professional communication of value to be successful will begin with smali collaborations, strengthened over m e . What was, years ago, a sense of "us versus them" in the LIStMIS
battle for dominance, for exampie, has given way to a true collaborative atmosphere where each group
is recognized for its expertise-for the value it brings to the total picture. What brought us to this new
correlation and collaboration? Each side had to reach an accommodatioc. Instead of wasting time, energy, and smarts chasing each other away, we have used those resources to prove our value in the
ubiquitous networked environment.
Look around your organization, campus, towns, and identify the three most i~portantpeople or
groups with whom to form colla~orativerelationships as we begin the new century. Make a "New Century Resolution" if you must. Recognize that making successful collaborations will take energy, flexibility, and an ability to seli your value to the doubters, but in the long-run, everybody is a wicner.
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Susan DiMattia
SLA President
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Price Caiied
"'web ( j ~ r ~ "

heroes" with a special Meat Irihstry Research CorLference
(XRC) h7ard for Senice to the
Industry. The award was nade
Li1rkg a iuncheon zt the
hdd at the Drake Hotel OCs3er
26-27, 1999. 'I%&MRC is lile
prerier z n m d gatherkg of m a t
and poultry kdustry scientists
http://gwis2.circ.gwu.edt:/ and is co-spocsored by G?e
-gprice/dired.htr~ Price is a America9 Meat InstihKe Foundamember of the Washigton, DC tion ad the A~ericacMeat SciChapter and the Business and R- ecce Association. Whitemash
kas managed the Te'sology Innmce Division.
fornation Groq Center iL Oscar
?J/fjtemar.jfi Honored Nlyer since December 1972. Me
Thomas R WKtemarsfi,as- is m active member of the '@issociate teclnobgy principai at consin Chapter, as well as the

Congratdations to G w y Price
who was recently feamed k
TOURBUS as a "web g m " .The
November 9 issue of TOLTRBUS
is avaiiabie k their archives at
Zlttp://www.tourbus.com/archives. htm. B e write-up quotes
Wke and p&% to his site at

The Special Libraries Asscciation w3 present its newest eduationz! oppocmity for info:xation pro?essionds "KM2000:
Knowiedge Management fgr the
Information Professlonzf," jamary 23-25, 233.30, dn St. Lczis,
IviO, 3SA.
:QJIZOOO w3 f m s or; devei-

r?ping knowiedge zanagemen;
competencies and expindig
leadership roles in 5 e information arena from a practical perspective. :KM2800 links competencies frcm 2le Compemcies
%
, r SpeabI Lilv-nnkrw" @ the
TWnp$rst Centup to the ieadershEp effort "La; aiI lilnforzztion
professionah m s t practice.
Tke three-day event will
offer stjmuiating keynote presectaeions,
subject-focxsel.
seminars led by experts in 2ie
beici, a technology f z r featuring leading i~forxationtechm i o g vendors demonstrating
their latest prodlac"; sand services, insigktful wc:kshops
organized throcgf: SLA's popular Strategic Technoisg AIEance series and s networking
settkg conducive to stimaiatk g co~versation.
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The U.S. National Comnission on Librales and Information Science (NEB) is launching a survey of US. participation
in internaticnd forums that address mzjor policy concerns and
issues of ixpZince to the library and kformation &IS)
communities. A key objective of
the survey is to create a database that can be rrsed as a research and reference tool to help
ascertain which individuals and
institcticns, if my, 2re beady
participafig in kternatioiocal activities that Ere addressing such
issues arid concerns.
The Conmissior, has become
aware cf mariy individuals who
are activdy participating in international libray and information science (LIS) policy issue
discussions and debates, and

'

.

-

'

.
.

-

have established and
maintained contact with various kinds of international organizations to facilitate participating in and tracking those
debates. A few cf the many
topics of keen interest to our
field are information and telecommunication standards, intellectual property rights, privacy and confidentiality, security 2nd encryption, evolution
of the Internet and the global
information superhighway, and
differences in national information policies.
The end-result sought from
the survey is to sharpen,
strengthen, extend and make
more cost-effective both the
collective and individual future
US. participation in these forums and activities. After the
data have been compiled, the
library and information communities will be able to access
t5e inventory electronically.
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-
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I 999 Exceiience

.

'X/riting Award
Bell & Howell Company's Information and Learning business unit announced the winner of its annual Excellence in
\vriting award. The award,
founded in 1982, recognizes
writers whose works advance
the use and understanding of
information technology. The
winning author is Steve Coffman for his article "Building
Earth's Largest Library," appearing in the March 1999 issue of Searcher magazine. Coffman's article examines the possibility of creating a common
information resource by combining library resources, in the
same way amazon.com has expanded beyond the traditional
bookstore boundaries to create
a "super-bookstore." The article
challenges librarians and information industry vendors alike
to begin developing the "earth's

'

.Largest library." The award was
presented during the opening
session of the Online Information conference in London on
December 7, 1999.
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The Graduate School of Library and Information Science
(SSLIS), in C%ampaign,Illinois,
celebrated the ground breaking
for the construction project that
vrili double its size. With the
help of LEEP3, GSLIS's distance
education prcgram, the student
population has doubled, the
school budget has tripled to
$5.6 million, and grant funding
to faculty and students has
grown ten times to $2.5 million.
The Illinois Library Computer Systems Organization has
donated $2 million toward the
buildkg fund and will move its
headquarters and training facilities to the building.
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Muscat Oman provided a beauti% backdrop for the SevenL? Annual Speciai Libraries AssociationIArabian Gulf
Chapter Workshop and Conference berween 24-29 October
1999. It was a successfui a n n ~ a workshop
l
and confeence
taking the chapter to a new peak The workshop and conference were organized in co-operation with Sultan Qaboos University in Muscat Oman.
Prior to tPx confereene, two workshops were held. The British Councii-Omarisponsared one ectitled "'Ceveioping
Managers in the Library and Infornxtion Sector" from 24-26
October 1999. Suirzn Q a h s Universig co-sponsored the second woriishop 'Litled "introduction to internet" from 24-25 October 1999. Both workshops were wdl attended and well organized. The "'intro&action to Intercet" session was especially popdar wkh newcomers to the electronic age. Search engines provided both a light-hearted and fast approach to learning how to use the Wernet. me o5~erwcf~shcpwas more specialized and it
hrgeted a more advanced audience.
Inaugurated by HW Ebrahia AI-Swaid, the main theae of the conference this y e x was "T3wzds A Netvmrk of E!ectrcnlc Zibraries: A Gdf Persptive."
The conference papers addressed various aspects of the conference theme, namely, C?e advent of the electronic age and its in^,pact or, special libraries, as we kncw them. The increasing use of mdtime&a was also a common szbjeb among many papers.
Papers were presented either in Englis5 or in Arabic with some proceedings in bcth languages. Twentyseven papers were presented including two gdest speakers from T ~ n i s aand the
United States and three invited speakers, w o from the United
Kicgdom and cne from eC
! Un~tedStates.
The SLAIArabian Gulf Chapter Stratesic planning Committee Chair presented the chapter's Szategic Pian for the next
five years. The strategic planning session emphasized the need
for professional development and net-working opportunities
with other information organizations and Ebraries to advance
the role of information professionals as knowledge managers.
Another highlight of Lze conference w s a teleconferencing
session that was broadcast live from the United States, showi2g
another emerging use of Digitd Technology in libraries. The U.S.
Embassy in Muscat hosted this teleconference. A questions and
answer session that ensued was cond~ctedlive between B e
U.S. Embassy h Muscat Omar, and &e United Stztes
The SLA-AGC Anma! Banquet was held under the patronage of H.E.Sheikh S2Em binNasser A:-Maskary, Secreary Genera1
of Council of ffigher Education ir, Oman honoring individuzls ~ 7 h ohave contributed to t,i?e success of the SLA-AGC. The SLAAGC Business Meeting and Elections conduded the conference on Friday.
In total over 330 librarians, information specialists and exhibitors attended this year's conference. The ever-popular exhibition
that accmpanied the conference had an international presence with twenty-seven compa~iesdisplaying their wares. The ed?ibitors ranged from service and information providers, to iibrzry system developers and library hardware and accessories. It shodd
be noted that the increasing presence of an international array of edlibitors from North America, Europe, AustraIia and the Middle East underIine the importance of the annuai conference as a regional platfom for the icfcr~ationprofessionals.
The presence of the SLA Booth was a noticeable centre for displaying the SLA's chapter actiirit.ies. The booth, similar to last
year, was the hub for members to meet and discuss issues. The conference also provided an opportunity for the chapter to attract
more members.
This year's Annual Workshops and Conference marked another successful year in the chapter's history wkh the co.;;rtesy and
hospitality of the Qmani people encompassing the entire event.
Submitted by K~xtherDashti, public rel~tionschair; Ardiun Guy Chaptet: She may be reached at Kasytherrdashaa@b~uco.
net.
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The Great American Book Buying Guide

Back On the Continent
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Ah, Dusseldorf. A crackling fire, amiable conversation
around the rough-hewn table of local beer Stube.
Tales of recent adventures in far-off lands give way to verses
of pub songs and calls for another round of the local brew.
As the night wears on and friends begin to release
themselves from the warm confines of the tavern to head home,
conversation dwindles to gestures and facial expressions.
Just as the last of us were preparing to don our coats and
face the damp night air, Gunter suggested we call Corporate Book
Resources and order a copy of Sax's Dangerous Properties of
Industrial Materials.

Ii

'
I

I

List Price $500.00, Discount * 15%, Shipping Free.
* Almost every John Wiley title comes with a 15% discount and
free shipping from Corporate Book Resources 1-8O0-222-7787;
www.cbrbk.com.

Enhznce the image of the Infomation Professional n e x b e r (1988-1990).
Other Prclfessional Activities: Internet Worid
Canada, and Computers in Libraries Conferences; Internet Librarian, ASIS, In:ernet Librarian
In~ernationai(1990-2330).
Selected Publications: "?ushing t:he %ay Envelope, YZK Compensation Strategies", Info'mation Outiook, Oct. 1999 "Content and Techcology", Inforxatior Toclay, Nov. 1999; "The Strategy Game at STLA", !.flfmwiion Gut!ook, Feb.
'For more information

PO to

1998 ( 1 ~ Sues:
s ~ Edror); "The Eest Z b r a v
Event i Ever Saw". MLS Ma~hetingLibravy SZYvices, July/Augnst 1999; "Shift Happens", O U
Access, Winter 199811999 and NASIS Proceedings Fail 1999: "Pos:-I3formation Age Position.
.
..
mg ;or bpeclal Li'srariacs: Is Knowiedge Managezent the Answer?", hJomation Out!ook,
june 1997.
?

Awards & Bocors: I;e!iou: Special libraries Association (5995); SLA Library Macagernert Division Managemer.: Leadership Award (l999);
Cznadizn Special Librarian of the Year (1998:.

wwwsla.orelassoc/boardhloboard/~rnd~dOO.htm

Stephen K. Abram, M.L.S. is Wce President,
Micromedia Limited / IHS Canada (1994present).
Past Employment: CczrsweIl, Thornson Professiond
Publishing: pubjisher, e i e c z o ~ c infomation
(1992-1994); TF.oi.isor, E!ectmM';c Publishing: sen i product
~
mamger, elec~oeicinformation
(1991); Hay Management Comv.ltmts / The Hay
G~oup:&recio; infomation Q marketing resmrces and director, ahiristration (1989-1991); krector, infomation resourcps (1985-1989); Coopers & Lybranc! / Cii;crieC c o p m & Lybrand (Auditing, Tiation, Consulting): head iibraean, r;ltionaI
i d o m t i o n centre (1980-1985).
Education: M.L.S. Faculty of Librzly Q Informacion Science, University of Toronto (198G);
B.A. (hon.) University of Toronto (anthropology) (1978).
SLA Member Since: 1980
;~
public
SLA Chapter Activities: k ' ~ l 1 Chqter:
relations committee chair (1999-2000); pas:
president (1991-1992); president (1990-1991):
president-elect (1989-1990); assorted positions
including ?R, nominations, consnuirg zducation (1988-1995).

SLA Division Activities: Zibravy Managmmt
Division: bylaws chair (1999-2000); rominations committee chair (1993- 1994): char-elect,
chair, past-chair (1991-1993); Businas O Finance Division: rounkabie (1990); directory
committee (19851.
SLA Association Level Activities: Committee
on committees member (1999-2000); board of
directors (1996-1999); strategic planni~~g
ccxmictee chair (l997-1998); pubiic relations coxni;ni:teechair (1995-1996): President's Visioning
Comrni:tee member (1992-1994); President's
International inter-Association Task Force to
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Our key issues are (1) positionkg the key roie ocr menbers piay i", Lie swcess oi their
employers acd the knowledge econcxny, and (2) prepsring the menbership for ickeased expectatiocs of employers. It is essential for SLA :o develop a comprehensive marketing/cc;mmccicariocs plan and to impiement it effectiveiy. For increased success, ocr members m s t bz
provided with the tools, the context, and the power to effectively positioa tkemsehes with ~ e j 7
decision-makers in the environments where cur members practice ~ i l profession.
r
This means.
tc me, we must review cur too-~a&t.:oraipzbiic reiarions activities. In a broader context we
need to develop a coordinated and assertive p k c for aa&eting SiA and conrr~unicztir,gthe
value and role of special librarians. That woc':d necessarily mean professionally reviewing our
'brand name' and integrating this with a rebigcrated professional developmeci pian thar en. .
a b l e meln'sers :o recognize S-LA as hei. first choice for continuous ieammg.

-.
12e time is now io take our valuable, vir:;xi

icfrastrcctwe and mm it outward, posias lea&e:e:.s
in the knowledge econorcy. i have heen a szcng protioning our members, and S'A,
ponent of ST& as an incubator, \"diere our nexbers experience emergir.g or recent technologies and piactice Ckeir impIementation and ilse in a con-hearenine, envfronmecr. MeEbers
are consequently empowered to cake such coapetencies back to their organiza:iors in the context of Creir deep understanding of infomation behaviours. When I proposed the term Vktual
Association' to describe CJT strategy 1 hoped that the strategy wo7xid provide a focus for ':E,e
development of an associztion that extecded beyond headquarters acd aiso broke the bonndzries of networking only zt anouai conferexes and chapter w e n s . The strztegy - 7/24/365 has evcived throigh exceiknt financial managzaect and planning, without om Association
having to discoxtince or diminish any of our tradifocai and valued print oEerings.

As every cent;Jry m r s : hisrory finds the fools oi the moment. At the :Em of chis ~ i l i e n n i nm we can identify &ern easily by their rally':ng cry-"I can find infomation I need on the
web for free." S o ~ ofe &iz lead our orgaanizations and scme are our clients. As foois are recognized for what they are, and as their decisions are =made public through the n;lstakes they
make in basing decisions on low-quality or fake informadon, we wiri fiad cur kncP.iedge and
competencies in high demand. ST& knowledge professionals help our c1ien:s ' t u n infomatior
into ihowledge and put knowiedge to work'. R'e are being handed 2 great miliemial gifi of irformation chaos that d!ensure that our profession wili prosper and ensure C-ie success of our
enterpzises. iVe must have h e courage and belief in our professicn to take this gift and allow
oar profession to soar.

tor (1986-1990). i~formationFuturists Caucus:
discussion list manager (1996-present). Business
G. Finance, Education, info-mation Technology,
Llbravy Managcmnt Divisions: member; InJoumntion Futurists Caucus: member.
SLA Association-Level Activities: Board of directors (1994-1997); strategic planning committee member (1994-1996); strategic planning
committee chair (1995-1995); networking commitiee chair (1990-1993).
Other Professional Activities: President,
WEBNet (West of Boston, MA) Library Consortium (1993-1994, 1997-1998); Member of
Hope N , Tillman is Director of Libraries at
Babson Coliege. Babson Park, Massachusetts
(2991- present)
Past Employme& Ties LrnivenityArts and Science: Library: assistant &rector for public services
and access (1990-1991);head of reference services
(1989-199.2);Rider Unbiepsity Library: coordmator
of information s e r t i c ~(1982.-1989); reference librarian (1971-1982); T i t a n P~blic Libruy:
branch librarian (1968-1969); Free Library of Phi!adelphia: library zainee (1965-1966) Fek Institute
oj Locd and S;aie Government at the University of
Pennsyivmia: special librarian (1963-1964).
Education: M.B.A., Rider University School of
Business Adrninistration(1979); M.L.S., Rutgers Graduate School of Library Service
(1966); :3.k.,E~giish,University of Pennsylvania (1964). Also attended Goucher Coliege
a:rd Middlebury College.
SLA Mernher Since: 1974
SLA Chapter Actiuities: Boston Chapter: president
(1993-1994); president-elect (1992-1993); program comrnictee (1990-1992); nominating committee chair (1995-1996); awards committee chair
(1995i997); discussion 2st manager, 1993present ). PrincekmTrenton Chapter: twentieth anniversary committee chair (1987); &rector (19851986); president (1984-1985); president-elect
(1983-19841; networking committee chair (19821983:; hospitiiity committee chair (1980-1981,
1982-1983); b . ~ k i n business manager (1981i982); nominating committee chair (1978-1979).

SLA Division Activities: I$omation Technology
Division: chair (1998-1999); chair-elect (19971998); networking section chair <l992-19%);
liaison frcm SLA Networking Committee
(1991-i992); discussion list manager (1993present). Edxcation Division: chair (1988-1989);
chair-elect (198'-1988); Education Libraries edi-

the Massachxsets Board of Librzry Commssioners Statewide Technology Committee; Served on
Executive Board of the Metrowest Massachusetts
Regonal Library System (1998-1999).*
Awards and Honors: SLA Business Q Finance Division Disclosure ,Award for Outstanding Achievement in Business Librarianship (1994); SLA Education Division Award for Excellence (1992).
Publications (seiected): Evaluating Quality
on the Net, (1995-1999), Internet Tools of the
Profession: A Guide joy Special Librarians.
Washington, D.C.: Special Libraries Association, 1st e d i ~ o n 1995,
,
2ndedition 1997.

*For mwe information go to ww~~..sla.or~/a.ssoc/board~bioboard/candid@@.htm.

What is fhe most critical issuds) facing SLA toclay and how do gm, as a
candidate for me Board of Dkectors, see yourself formulating policies
addressing Zlrase issues?

The most cr1trca1 issue faclng SLA today is ensunng the relevance of the Associat~onto a
rnernbership whose profession is undergoing contlnulng fasc-paced evolution Change wdl
conunue. As President, I intend to keep watching and 11sten:ng to members m order to provlde
responsive leadership We need to balance association unlt needs wlth the best interests of the
rnenbership as a whole As information pmfesslonals grow and assume new roles and careers,
we need to adjust lo thex new needs and prov~derelevant sernces I feel strongly that we need
to contmue to budd bndges and partner wlth other professional organEauons as well Finally,
I scpport the elfors of the Board to look at our governance structure to make sure bureaucracy
doesn't get m the way oi our mtiatives as we move forward. I want to paacrpate m S U s development as a flexible, responsive, dynamic organization

Technology :s a tool, and we need to use ~tto members' advantage The vlrtuahation of the
association IS not m end in ~tself;i t 1s deslgned to make us mcre responsive and enhance face
to face actmrles Early results include the discussion lists, chat servrces. and members' only
sectron of the SL.4 web site. I see technology as an enabler sf two-way communication, mcreasing the ab:Iity of assoclauon leaders at all levels to interact regularly w t h one another and
the enure membership, not bounded by time and pkce. It can provide a way for those who
cannot attend annual or local meetmgs to stay in touch or get mvoived Technology can be
used to provide customized profess~onaldevelopment opportun~tiesto meet member needs
We need to encourage and support members to embrace technology whether or not they have
access from rhelr workplace. TechnoIogy IS only a too1 and wli help us only if members use ~ t .
Where do you see the informationprofession guing in tfie n e w milk?nnlwm?

SLA members beIong among those charting the course for the future of the informat;.on
prohss~onsIn the new mdlenmm We bear l~ttleresemblance :o librarians at the begmning of
the twentieth centmy, and we w i H conunue to evolve We WIG continue to prowde servlces to
best meet content needs of customers More of us will not w o r ~wzthin a Iibra~ybullding. Sermces wdl continue to move out of the library and to the most convement iocatlons for customers Some aspects of our jobs will be vxtual and some face to face We must track and anticipate organizatronal needs, and provlde answers without waltlng for spec~ficrequests. What
will endure 1~ our profess~onis our role In addmng value to our organlzailons by our ability to
evaluate mfornatlon and create knowledge I truly expect we wIl contmue to enjoy our professlon and be zble to celebrate our increased value
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tee (1990-92); Associa:es of the NaSonai MariLime i*~secrn Library president (1989-92).
Awarrds & Ronors: Sac Francisco Bay Region
Chapter Award for Professional P.chievement,
(1996); News Division Agnes Kenebry- Awz:d
(1994); News Division kaiph J. Shoenaker
Award (1989).
Publications: "Copy~igh;.tCorner: Reprints and

?ermissions," l-njomation DV:tioolz, May 1998.
"Newspaper EataSase Pricing and Rtvexes,"
Segbold Pub!is:ling Coaferecce, 1996. "Digital
3ho:o Archiving," Digital '96 conferexe. CCEtributor, Media Libraries: A Managemex Handbcck (1993). "Library's Roie in the Age of :he
E1ec:rcnic Dar'krcon?," SLA Anmri Conference,
1993. "Managing :he News Library," SZA, Ann:si Conference, 1990. "Coping with Change,"
Online, '87 conference, 1987.

*For more information ao to www.sla.or~/assoc~~~'rd/bioboa~d/candidOG.F.trn

Richard G. Geiger is ii'~ra~-y
Direccor for The
San Francisco Chronicie, (1984- present).
Past Employment: San Jose Meucuiy
brary manager (1980-84), The San
Chronicle: librarian (1976-80); S m
National Historical Pcrk Library:
(1975- 76).

News: LrFrancisco
Fvmcisco
librarian

§LA Member Since: 1974

Education: M.L.I.S. University of California,
Los Angeles (1975), E.A. (environmental bology) and B.A. (art) Ufiversicy of California, Santa Bar'bara (1970).
§LA Chapter Activities: San Francisco Bay Region Chapter: president (1991-92); awards conmittee chair (1992-93); n o ~ i n a d n gcommittee
chair (1993-94); strategic planning committee
chair (1995-96); advertising commixittee chair
(1979-80).
§LA Division Activities: News Division: chair
(1989-93:; annual conference program chair
(1988-89); awards comnz-ike chair (1990-91);
treaeasnrer (1986-88); public relations commk~ee
chair (1981-84).

S-LA x w t con:i:rce to develop a gbbai strategy for m r organization. As o x member orgaaniza2ors become more and more intema3onal in faciiities and focus; :he Association needs to respond in k i d . We need to chart a new course h r SL4 on this new globai hndscape. Eut here
wiii be a number or challenges. The "digitai diviide" within tize :J:nite6 Stztes; between irrfoma:ion "haves" and " h e nos" is magnified severs: times in the world infornation rca&e$zce.
Will SLA kave a ssategy to serve the fu'uii range of possitiie mexbers, or will i:serve only the infornation dite? We need to consider the pros and cons of &e various positions on this i j s ~ eIt. is
my hope that we will 'be able to offer at least s m e senvices to 522 widest rarge cf possibie Z e n bers and not close off averxes for grater cormxnicarion, education and understznZng.

Thankfdly, our increased need for quick communicarion and inhmzticn sharing has jeen
paired with &e development of the hternet. Wilhiin SLA we have used &is new tech~ologyto
better serve members, and potential m e d e r s . SL% web site is an excelient first step to provide access to information about our profession. It a h provides a proving ground and mode1
that we can bcild on as we s:~ve roviards exceilence. The use of chat as an avenae for ccmmucication in our organization -will lead ns to audio and vrdeo conferencing over h e Net, 25 more
and more rcembers gain access to more powe~fdcomputers rcd eiectrofic pipeiines. Toob on
the \Neb and electronic f o m s of pubiication will a i l m SLA to consider less expensive viays :o
service members and avoid increasing dues t3 ievels that are unacceptabie :o potwtial m e n
bers. A cafeteria style of member benefits couid wofk in certain categories of nxmbership, prov<ding electronic access to needed information, and avoiding expeag~veprict versions.
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§LA Association-ievel Activities: board of directors (1993-96); strategic planning committee
chair (1994-95); pnbiic relations committee
chair (1992-93).
Other Professional Activities: Xegion II, Core
Planning Group, Library of California (1999present 1; Internet Librarian conference, arganizingkeview committee (1997- ); BayNet
board of directors (1990- ); California State Library Networking Task Force Steedng Commit-
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i.Qe infomadon profession, like virtually all other p:ofessions, is ic a state of con5nuai
change. The oid librarian stereotypes do nc,: rk:g tme today and socc, will seem as antiquated
as the horse and buggy The image of a librarian in a library is fading zwzy as the anonc: of
=aterial avaiiable eiectronically c o n t k m to mount. Information professionzis are movicg ou:
into Cie orga~iation,working in teaas and doing wha: needs to be done. They certainiy are
not sitting in a roc= waiting for a call. Members are specding t??eir2r:e training and coxking
our increasingly '"end-user" searchers. Yhey are working as information consukants 2: ihc
ground level of organizaticnal planning. They are ccraticg and contrac~ingelec:ronic research
took on the organizarional intranet. They are macaging Cbeir organizztion's digisl assets for
maximm bene3. And they are con'Linr;aily changing :heir roles in h i s fast-changing vu.orid.
No position in the organization is beyond their p u + ~ ~

SLA Association-level Acti&ies: Finance cornmittee member (1996-19991, conference plan~ i n gcommittee member (Boston Conference)
(1994-1996).

Other Professional Activities: Conflicn Admin-

istrators G r o ~ pmember (1998- present); Law
Librarians Association of Greater New York
(LLAGNY) nernber (1998-present).
Awards & Honors: h'ew Yo:k Chapter Distinguished Service Award (1995).

"For more informatmn go to ww~~.sIa.orp/assoc/boardibiobo~~d/~andidOO.htm.

Agnes I(:. Matris is :he Head of the Corporate
Libraiy for the izternational law f i m of Skadden, Arps. Sizte, Meagher Q Fiom LLP in New
%?k, NY (2998-1
Past Employment: Smtander investment Secnrtties: library manager (1995-1998); Brown Brothers Hanimm G Co.: head librarian (19821995); Erfist D Plkin'irq: reference librarian
(1980-1982); Coddson, Lujhin D Jenrette: reference librarian (1977-1980)

As I see I: the crrtlcal Issues are Globalization and Remainrng Relevan: SL4 must continue
to reach across borders m t h programming and services to attract and keep members outside of
North Amerrca At the same txme the association must be mewed as the preeminent organlzatlon for ~nformaticnprofewonals A name change w l l not be enough Change must happen at
every aspect of selvlce from programnnng, professlonal development research and public relacons This IS cemrcly a tall order As Treasurer I wI1 work w ~ t h&e associatlon staff and the
Eosrd of D~rectcrsto contmue the 5 year fmanc1a1 planning process, provldlng a strong fmanclal settlng for SLA w~thinthe framework of a non profit orgamatlon

SLA Meinber Since: 1979
Educztion: M.L.S. ?rat: Institute, Brooklyn,
New Ycrk, (1978); B.A. Yo& College (CUNY),
New York, (1975)
SLA Chapter Activities: New York Chapter: past
presiden: (199+--1995); president (1992-1994);
secretary (1991-1992); treasurer (i997-1999)
Ways & Mezx coxnittee chair (1999-2000);
employmert committee chair (1995-1996);
cominatjng conmittee chair (1996-1997);
membership comn-ittee chair (1993-1991);
Northeast Regioxiai Conference Steering Committee mexber (1992-1994); Northeast Regional Conference Fundraising committee chair
(1992-1S:9+).
%A Division Activities: Business and Finance
Division: Sea:tie Coaference chair and program
pIanner (1996-1997); chair-elect (1995-1990);
awards committee chair (1997-1998); nominaticg comrnitree chair (1998-1999). Legal; Libravy
Mmagermt; and Museum, A ~ t sand Humanities
Division: member,

Technology is what drove the concept of the Virtual Association. As members and informatlon professionals we must support and encourage rhe continslng efforts of S i d to provide us
w t h cutting ecge :echology based semces The asswatlon bas come far from simply havlng
a Web slte to the polnt where so many serwes are available at the click of a mouse, members h ~ pinformation, Who's Who, conference mformatron, chat rooms just to name a few Technology has made the assoclatmn more responsive to members needs and more able to change
:n a constantly c h a n p g enmronment
We must contlnue the plan for the nrtual associatlon It will make SUSS servlces more
valuable to members especially those outside the borders of Nor& Amenca Most of our members are ready for the newest technology today SLl. must pronde servlces for these members
whde encouragmg all members to be at the very edge technology

W71ere no man
gone defcre--and at ~ a r speed
p
As each technology developed there were
those who predicted the end of the hbrarian %en research was begun on computers, some
predicted the end of books and the end of the libranan When organlzauons put a computer
on every desk and desktop access to research some sald there wodd be no need for the informatlon professlonal With the Internet avallabie on every desk and m every home there are
those who say the branan an will go the way of the dinosaur But sc far none of these predictions
have happened The role of the information professional has ex~olvedWe have gone from prondmg mformauan, to synthesizing mformat~on,to analyzmg irformatron
Our roles ~ 1 1 ccntlnue
1
to evolve in the new century. We are now managing :he mformatior, m addition to provldmg, syntheslzlng and anaiyzmg I beheve the 21" century wlll see
more of us changlng the ~rformatloninto knowledge and managlng the knowledge I beheve
that we mll become creators of content Whatever happens I know ~t w l l happen at a faster
rate shan ever before and aK of our skdls and expenence will be challenged
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Other Professional Activities (selected): American Library Asscciatioc mexber (1984present); Bet2 Phi Mz iota Chapter president
(1997); Ladies Gnild of Santc Domingo president (1989-1990); Association of Professional
Li'brarians, Tokyo, presidect (1986-L988); Tokyo C o n x m i t y Comseling Service bozrd of
directors (1985-1988); Anericac Orientation
Program of the Furaright Co~zmissicnof Japan
co-chair (1986-1988).

Awards & Honors: AB&MA empioyee of the
nor.& (1992); Beta Phi h.ln member (1985):
Phi Beta K a p ~ a(i967); Phi Kappa Phi (1967);
scholastic honxa:ia.
P~blications:In-house newskters, :locks, and
research prcjec:~.

more information ~o to www.sla.or~/assoc~oa~dfbiobo~id/candrd03~ht~n.

DaiBle Pettit is Erector, Infomation Services,
American Hote! & Mote! Association, Washicgtoe, DC (1996-present).
Past Empfoyment: American Hotel & Motei Association: manager, information center (19941996); senic: information speciaht (19901994); He!eii E Rellogg Library, Smnto Domiiigo,
Dominicm Republic: Iibrarian (part-:inel,
(1988-1990); American Embassy, Toky~,japan:
embassy commmity liaison officer (i9861988); Sacred Hea7f University, Tokyo, Japan:
cataloging librarian, (1985-1986); join? Library
GJ t k international Monetary Fund and World
Bank fibraiy: library clerk, (1985).

To me, Sic most critical issue facing SLA is the pace of change affecting w r profession and
society in general. Sd needs isc be a change 2gext in some ways; but also be responsive to the
nee& of the membership and not lose si@t of basic professionai values while dealing with
change. Other important issues include pronoting the value of our profession, providing personal growth and ~rofe'essionalde~eiopment,and me~toririgthe next generation.
As chapter cabinet chair-elect, I d l have 2n opportunity to deal direccy with the entire
menbership through the chapter ieaders. 1 intend to listen to mexbers' ccnccns and formulate policies based uitimately on members' needs. My goal is to articulate the direction the association is taking based cn where C!e members want it to go! As a creative 3robleli;. sohrer, I
offer to Cie menbership an open mind and a g e m h e incerest in respondkg ro meKber concercs.

§LA Menber Since: 1991.

Education: M.L.S., University of Maryland, ColIege Park, MD (1984); %.A. (Enghh), Universicy of Wsconsin, Madison (1967).
SiA Chapter Activities: Washington, DC Chapter: past-president (1999-2000); president
(1998-1999); first vice president (1997-1998);
professional developmen: chair (1995-1996);
membership chair (1993-1995); international
p:ojec:s committee member (1998-present).
SLA Division Activities: Socid Sciences Division: government relations chair (1995-1997);
Association 1nfo:mation Services Cniicus: founding member; presenter SLA convention, Micnea~olis(1999); Library Managmen? Division:
member
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Technology can be a tremendous boon and a great tool when used to acconpiish a goal,
ask, or service. I do not beiieve that cechcology itself should be &e ultimate goal of the association. Although creating the ".iirtual association" should improve se+.ces to the members, I
plan on monircricg the direction SLA takes to ensme &at techology (and h e money spent on
it) does not become 1eade:stzip's number one priority

1 do not believe that our profession is going to disappear. Cnr motto, "putting knowledge
to work," is as true today as it was 90 years ago and nndoubtedly v d i be 90 years from now. If
anything the sl& of %terpreting, dissecting, arid prcviding valid information will continue to
be needed becacse of the surfeit of data flowing fron many sources, including the web. N k t
t3e information profession may be forced to Co is to "reinvent" i%eE. We cannot always do
things the same way or on the other hand, t h k :hat we have ail the answers because we have
adopted the most r;p-to-date technology We need :o have open minds: think creativei-j and
andci~ace- cot react to - :he kture.

(1993-1996); H.W
Company award committee member (1996-1997);San Antonio Conference planning committee member (1989-1991).
Other Professional Activities: New England
Online Users Group (NENON) advisor (1995present); New England Online Users Group
president (1992-1995).
Awards & Honors: Kniglt-Ridder Information,

EClei M, Salonen is the Director for Public Sec:or Saies, Frimark Financial hformation Division (1998- present).
Past Emvioyxrient: Riighi-iiiddc? Information
Inc.: director, U.S. academic sales (1995-1997);
director, New Enghnd sales (1993-1995); Dialog
infomation Seviices, hc.: senior account executive (1989-1993); A-cthuv i3. Little, Inc.: manager.
research a d iife sciences libraries (1987- 1989);
manager. research library (1935-1989); information specialist; research library (1980-1985); University o j Cdifomia at Riverside: reference librarian, phys:.czi sciences library (1978- 1980).
Education: M.S. (library science), C.W. Post
College, Long Island Uciversity (1978); M.A.
(liberal studies-applied sciences), State Univers i of~ New York at Stony Brook (1977); 3.A.
(ezrth and space sciences), State University of
Iiew York at Stmy Brook (1974).
SLA Member Smce: 1978
SLA Chapter Activities: Boston Ck~apter:logistics committee me:z?ber (1999-2000); logistics
co:rmitt~:e co-chak (1990-1993); norninating
conmittee char (1991); president (1987-1990);
Sci-Tech Comnitree chair (1986-1987); logistics cornmi:tee chair (1984-1986); program
commirtee mexber (1983-1987, 1990-1993).
SLA Divisicn Activities: I+-mation

Technology

Division: government relations committee chair

(1990-1992).
SLA Association.-Level Acti~ities: 2000 conference planning committee deputy chair
(1998- 2030); aominating committee chair
and chairelect (1996-1998); board of directors

Inc. Sales Awards; Arthur D. Little, Inc Director's Excellecce Award; University of California
at Xiverside University Librarian's Service
Award; Beta ?hi Mu
Publications: Authored a mmber of training
sessions while at Knignt-Ridder Information,
Inc. Preseated "Using Dialog Throughout the
Product Life Cyclemath e 1991 and 1995 Dialog
Updates and the 1997 Tokyo Update.

What 1s the most crRica1 is5ue(sI fuclng StiZ today and how do you, as a
ccmdidafe f b r the Baard of Dkedors, see tpws-eIf formulating policies
addresing fboseissws?
SL4 LS an oqanizat~onundergomg massive tramtion The pEme Issue for the Assoc~auon1.5 to
serae the &verse needs of ~ t member
s
base including membership retenuon, allocating resources to
programs hat fxCner the profession, mtegratmg technology advancements Into the day-to-day actmties of running the assoaation, marketing the value of l~branarsto all organzauons, semng the
needs of a global membership, and accomphslung all of th~sunder stnct fimncizl gu~dellnes.Another key lssue for SLA a to assure its' recogrution as a leader vnthin the assoclanon community
My role as Charr, Chapter Cabinet, would include workmg mth h e global Chapter l a d e s 1n Identxfying ways m *h~cf:rhe Assoc~at~on
can meet thelr goals In sapporting the needs of their Chapter
members As a votng mem'xr of the Board, I must take a global perspecwe on how the Assoclatlon d l meet the challenges that accompany the above menuoned lssues

S U tn the past 24 months has done an incredible job listentng to the needs of the membership
an2 has changed tke way rt does bminss. Vik are becommg a mi); 'vmual" associaoon mth a serme-oriented wekite, a web-based Annual conference-planning program, and attentioa to d i k i n g
advanced technoiogy The Annual conference has been greatly enhanced by h e use of advance
technology The iSssociat~onhas uccessfully identified new technology companzes as addltronai exh~bltorsand sponwrs for our conferences and umt programs Members can now update thelr prohies on the webslte Lmt leaders mil soon have the opportu~t):to access $hex member l ~ t and
s
access up-to4a:e address labels for program and newsletter malhgs. The leadershp &scussion lat,
the Candidates' chat room, the Executive D~rector'schat room, m d unlt web sites are examples of
t!!e Assoclauon embracmg technology and appIymg them to everyday member sennces

\4Me do you see the information profession going h the new millennium?
There are tncrehble opportunities for our profession in the years to come The internet
evaluate, manage, and deeconomy has enhanced our value. Libranans know how to ~dent~fy,
liver content. We know how to utliize technology to further the mformation mandates of the
organlzauons we represent U'e utillze networlung skills to further our careers and identify
new methods of pracuce in delwering information with~nour organrzations. Many of us attend
conferences that a:e al~gnedwith our organizations to understand how our customers use the
mformauon we deliver We will contmue to seek and work w t h mentors and mentees and w ~ l l
contlnue to attend C'napter, Ditwon, and regional programs to hear oar colIeagues dlscuss
thex achievemzns. Although some information centers have closed, resultmg in an informatlon "soiutlon' that a allgned w ~ t hdesktop delivery, our profession has responded by movlng
forward and working with management to ensure it IS done rigkt1

W-ay and served for three years on the board cof
Kew Beginnings, a sheker for battered womer,
and was p~esdentof that board for two years.
Board of 3 ~ s t e e sof the KorClwest Chanber
Orchestra: menbe:, board secretany, v%e president, and chair of the mazqeticg committee
(i985-present).

?nbiicatic-as: "Reaching the Promised Land,"an
interview w3th Ecgesle Prime, I~$~~atic.rr
Outlook (1997). , "Managing!??jorvmtion cis a Spategic Asset: C o y ~ o m t ehtrc.net Deve!opnzent and the
Xole o,f tihe Compniiy S i b v q , " white paper for
the Conference Board ISAC (l998).

*For rio-ie information eo to www.sla.or~lassocrooa~d/biob~a~d/~andidOO.h~tm

Corinne Campbell has been employed by The
Boeing Company since 1966, and has managed
the Libraries for the Puget Somd area from
1979 to 198: and from 1953 to the present.
Education: BA. in English uiith honors from
Washington State University;.Masters in Lhrarianship from the University of Washmgron.
SLA Member Since: 1966
SLA Chapter Activities: Pacific Novthwesi
Chcptev: past-president and pas: program chair
and has served on many chapter committees.

IE ~y view, h e essentia': and continuing rck of SLA-whether ar :he Association, divisior. c:
chapter ie~ei-isprofessions': deveiopment. This is accomplished tkclugh the trzdionai venxes
of conference sessions, continuing education courses, substantive local cbapter meetings, and
a vibran: professionai journai, infcmaiim. Ouf!oo1~.Increasingly, proiessionai development a h
indudes h e use of disznce learning ar,d &e exchange of bfcrmiitioc &ror;gh !istsew diicilssions and e-mail. 3 n e role of the Board is to encourage Cie Asscciation staff to 5e aware of
member development needs and to pmodde needed oppcrtxnities, to encourage dxisions in
t:?eir educational efforts, and to make it easier for members to find and use these opportmities. We mast ensure that the Association budget accommodates this emphasis. 11 also includes
making menbers aware of new oppcr:unities ro cse their co:e competeacies and skiils to heip
their organizations manage information and knovdedge.

SkA Division Activities: L i b m y Managem:+!
chair

jy:vwon:
'-'
chair, chair-elect, past

SLA Association-level Activities: Chair of the
1997 Seattle Conference, and was deputy program chair of the 1981 Atlanta Conference.

Other Professional Activities: aernber of h e
Conference Board Infomation Services Adv%ory Council (ISAC) and the Industrial Technical
Infomation Managers Group (ITIMG); member
of the Washington Library Network Executive
Councii (1973-1979). Presentations given at z
variety of conferences, includicg SLA cczferences, the Conference Board ISAC, ITIMG, the
American Society for information Science
(ASIS), the Asscciation of Informatic:: and Dissemination Centers (ASIDIC), and the Oniinel
CD-ROM Conference. She has been both a visiting lecturer and guest speaker a: ~ h University
e
of Washington Graduate School of Library and
Information Science and the University of British Columbia School of Librav, Arci?ivai and
Information S:udies. She has been a icaned executive from The Boei-ng Company to United

I believe that SLA has done a good job in communicating decnonically w?h its members.
The web site and the varions iis~servsmake conmnnicaticn easier and provide np-:o-date information. Most chapters and divisions also have weii-developed sites 2nd iistsms. There are,
however, two risks in this apprcach. One is <?at rhe SL4 member may become overwhehned
with the vas: mmber of these "commrrnication opporrunities," and may snEer frcm the prcvefbizl information overload. The other is C?at we stiii live in zn age of uneqaal access to the
web and e-mail. Therefore: my cautionary -.iew is :ha:, for &e near tern, we need ~zultimedia
cornmur,ica:ion, i.e., electronic and traditiona!.

inC~mationprofesAs we enter the new miliennium we are en:erir,g an exciting time
sionals. For rhe first time in z a n y years. rve are seeing articies Cia: Siscuss the shorage o:' 11brariars. Oar strong service orientation and traditional iibra:y and informtion center services
are highly valued. In addition, the role of tile web, fhe emergence of know':edge mnagement
initiatives, and :he need for informahon management ir, nun-Iibrary arens offer new oppcrtckties. Increasingly; %formation specizliss are teaming wi& ccuromers ooc a variety of pmjeas,
inchding competitive intelligence and new bcsiness opportnnities. Skiiis such as thesznrns devzlopmenr, the develcpmex and nnderstznding of ciassification schemes cr taxonomies, the
need for metadata, ti& cur understanding of search engines 2nd information retrievai: are creating a renewed demand and respect for our professional skiiis.
1-

Publications: "Web-Based Searching: Finding a
New Search Rhythm, Oniine, September/October 1999; "Sailing on the AccountanSea: Accounting Research Sources, Database, June/j:uly
1998; "Testing, Stretching, Pushing and Pulling
the Diaiog Web," Oxline, SeptemberIOctober
1997; "Profound fo: the Internet: M.A.I.D. to

Order for F:ofesional Searchers and End-Users," Online, juiy/August 1997; "
Awards & Eonors: Library Management Division Management Leadership Award (1998);
SLA Pubiic Relations Award for international
Special Librarians Day (1998).

" F om~
ore informationgo to ww~~./.sla.orglassociboardibioboard/cand~dDO.htm

Susan M. Klopper is manager, Andersen Business Research Center, Anha: Andersen LLP, A:lanta, Georgia (1985- present).
Education: M.L.S. Southers Connecticut State
Universi:y, New Haven, Connecticut (1984);
Master of Education, Southern Connec:icut
Sate Universiry New Haven, Connecticut
(1982); 3.A. 3e~versi:y of North Carolina
Chapel Hili, No& Carolina (1977).
Past Em$oFsnt: corporate business librarian,
Timer 3roaiicas:mg Systems. Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia (1984-1985).

SLA is in the middle of a profession redefining itself. Chailenges from internai ranks of information professiocals stretching beyond .'traditionaln roles, libray school students focused
on exploring new niches, and competitors from outside tine field have fragmented the value of
our skiils and competencies and led others up the corporale ladder. Also distressing are the
number of librarians who have successfuily moved up Chat ladder but no longer perceive a fit
in the association. SLA contributed to developing and nurturing <heir competencies and netw o r k but is perceived as unable to support growth into Ciis next dimension. All of these challenges provide "owof-the-box" opportunities for SLA to redefine itself. The Soar6 is aware of
t h e e challenges and is on the brink of catapulting SLA into :he new century i. can't think of a
more exciting time to sit on the board and take part in this process. I have a denonstrated
commitment to %A, in particular divisioc programming. I look forcvar~to contributing to the
synergy of making exciting changes happen for the newly definzd information profession.

SLA Mernber Since: i983
SLA Chapter Activities: Georgia Ciapter: president (1985-1987);prograin pianner, (1985-1986).
SLA Division Activities Library Management
Divisivi;.:prog:am planner.1997 Annual Conference in Seattle, Washingtor.. Business 6 Finance
Division: chair, (1994-1995)
chair-eilecr and program planner 1994 Annual
Conferer.ce in Atlanta, Georgia.
SEA Association-level Activities: chair, conferewe planning coi?lnittee, Amual Conie~encein
Wiimeapolis, Minnesota (1999); Fartic.Jated on
a panel, "Iietworkicg for Shy ?eopIen (1999).
Other ProfessionaI Activities: American Association of Law Libraries, m e d e r (1983-present);
Manta Liw L;bxary Association, member
(1983-present). Preseniatiolx at the following:
New Yolo:-k Business Information Conference
(1999); Oniire Worid Conference (1999); Clark
Atlacla UniversiLy Gradmte Li3rar). School
(1999); Cnline World Conference (1998).

By using technology to reach more people and attract new alliances and partnerships, SLA
can redefine itself acd modify external and and internal perceptions. Technology is a tool for
enhancing perscnzl interactive opportunities, such as improvicg presentation experiences and
establishing access to conference progamming via t'le SLA web. It provides powerful opportunities to reach and educate students and practitioners across all disciplines and create cew
mexzbership models. Features such as teleconierencing, online &as, and long distance learning can be used to reach larger audiences and provide importsnt giobal learning, sharing, and
networking oppomnities. It is in fulfilling its potential as an enabler of people sharing and
learning that technology will best benefit the association and its members.

Ours is a profession of bright, imaginative, and passionate individuals. 1 can not irnagme a
time when our sleifs are more needed and in such high demand. Combined with a strong service
efnic, the ability to enable trust, and match both people with i.=,formationand peopie with people, we are on h e brink of shedding our shns and emerging as information drivers and leaders. I
see rhxe evects coming together to make this happen: We stop hiding bebind our image and
lake more risks. Second, STLAreinvents itself and aggressively targets and re-recruits infomation
prokssionals who have successfully redefined themselves. This represents a powerful, untapped
community of mentors, teachers, and promoters; we need to embrace them before oher professiors and associations do. And third, we completely transform our image in the eyes of the business commnunity As members of the profession, we all share the responsibility to work witiiin
our organizatims, our library schools, and our association to cut with the lip-senice and lead
our professioc, kicking and screaming if need be, into the next miYiennium.
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held October 2OOG in Bfigh;cc, England, Ixtexationd Relations Cornittee. member (1997-2093).
b f e s s i o r d Activities: '\?%re 3ouse Coderence cn
11bx7 & Idomtion Services, Fzciji"6tor. NaScrL
I d o m & m Palicks Grow, 1991; xienbe:, IntsmC o d Advisory Board, Encysopedia of Library- &
I h ~ a t i o nSclence 212 edtion, klarcel DeL&er,
piblication pendrr.g; SCP (Socity cf ComseC+,le
hteZgence Fmfesicr&)
=ember (1987-91, 1998present); IFLA ( I n t e m 6 o d Federz3on of kbraii
h c k t i c r ~ mem'xx
)
s5ce 1998.

%blicarions: Spotlighted InLerviewee. Injmm?ion Ozitioolz, Special iibTaries Associa',ioc, Gcmbe: 1999; SpotlighteG Interviewee. C q o r a t e Zib r q Update, CaEners Bcsiness icformzrioc, Augnst 1993; "Earcessing the Fower of the C o r y rate Librarian." Taiii presented z: the L 4 An~nnnsi
Confersnce, Misneapoiis k I N , W e 1999.
Awards & Honors The SLLWowJcnes Lease?ship Award (1999); Sequcla Award for Cuistanding Mentoring, presen:ed by A r r h
Anderser: (1998).

Lucy B. Zettis is Director, Business I n f o m t l o n
Services, A r t h x Andersen
New York, NY
(1995-present). She was promoted to 'rincipai
in 1999-first information professional at ?rincipai level in firm's h i s t a ~ .

LLz

Among &e many i s s ~ ~we
e s face to&y 1 see three major ckaiiengzs, the most critical being :he
e catalys~in
image of our pmfessicn. I am de5cated to shqing others' perceptiors cT a r v z i ~ as
Past Empioyrnent: American Ilzieimaiiona!
1122 knowledge economy Ironically, Lie very e q b s i s on effective info:m:aricc services deEveqi
Group: New Yo&, NY manager, corporate i n h i r ~ day's economy creates a new chanenge for S-Lfi: Cther kmwiedge-relared affifiiiations are
maticn center (1990-1995) ?dl CGT~OP.O.HOE,
competing with S t 4 to recnit infomation pfessicnals in:o tiieir racks. bfembezship in mcltiEast Hilis, XY marketing resezrch manager
pie associatiom is imaluabie for cross-fertilizz5on 236 cetwofkng. But 1 vnn: SLA to be viewed
(1989-90), manager of library services (19852.s TZE dominant prcfessiond gxmp in the inforr~ationindustry, the enrig ihat decision-makcrs
89); Adeiphl University Library, Garder, C1tx hTY:
with issues perrainkg to infomation and the creation of knowledge-even those who are not
automation technoiogist (1983-85), special aslzxowl.,Ogeabie aboct our indcst~-immediately think of. Fil..aiiy, $LA rmst e x ~ e n 2e7ey effort
sistant, dean of iibraries office (1982-83).
to operate on a gobal basis. As a Soard member, !wiii TW&toward h m i n g gobal alliances and
d
lfocns or^ ini~ativesdesigned to e x p a 2 our internation2 reach and infkecce.
SLA Member Sirrce: 1985
Education: M.S., Library &I Information Science,
Palmer School of Library & Infoma:ion Sdence
Long Island Unive:sicy (1982); 3.A., summa cum
laude, English Literature, C.W Post Center, Long
Island University (1983): Westxinster Choir
.
College, Princeton, Nj.Major: organ anc. c.iorai
music; Minor: voice (1971-1971).

. -

SLth Chapter ipctivities: Ned York Cha~te?:
past- presidclt (1997-98); president (1996-97);
president-elect (1995-96); Insura~ceand E x plcyee Benefits Group chair (1992-93, chair
elect, 1991-92). Long 1sicn.d Chapter: bnsiness
manage: (1992-93, 1993-94).

SLA Dkision Activities: Imiuance & Employee
B a ~ e j t sDivisior,: treasurer (1994-96); govenment relations cornmitree chzir (1992-94); nominating committee member (1991-92).
SLA Associatiox-kvei Activities: Chaiq Steering
Committee, G!oba! 2000: S M Second kvorldwide Conference on Special Librarianship to be

'6,s we globalize, distance learning programs v d beccme incieasingly critical :o engaging
and providing services :o enr medx:s, Efforts to draw togeher virrual garherings of icfczna. .
:ion prcfessiocals through fnnctionai or lopic-oriented cnat sessicns, seminars, and virtunl
conferences will prcZerate, As a Board member, i will wc:k toward iqlementicg :echnologies designed :o maximiie global coliabcraticn 2nd information sharing. For exzm2le; I'd like
'LOsee %A estabiish a best practices &abase. Users wculd hwe zccess to deta2ed infozxarion
abcct successful information senkes programs, activities, and manegemeat mocieis. The database wouid serve as a knowledge repository for public, private, coqmrate, and con-f~r-profit
orgacizatiors throcghoc: 11le world. Technclog-)i d i be :he means ~hroughwhich we increase
infornzrion partnerships, best pracrice iniriatives, and giohai prcjec: coordination.

A prominent information ind7~s:ry execntive has said, "The %st Cling you should know
about yocr info;maticn f ~ t n r eis that tile wails are coming dowx." Famiiiar paradigms and
s~
provider/consumer distinctions will r.c longer exist. Demand for i ~ ~ s t a c t a r e o n"just-for-yoil"
custcmizacicn of b~lsiness-critic&informatisn will accelerate while o x vahe as traicers acd
consu1:ants to our organizations wiii increase. But we should cot pretend certain:y a h t what
the future will be as we attempt to predict what it may be. I w a x cnr professioa to go where
WT decide to take it. V@ve got to be prepared to shift drection, keep 0v.r Eiexib~ky,tnrn when
necessary on :I;.a: thir, and narrow dime.

f& Director
chair (1996-97); chair (1995-96); strategic planning chair (1994-95); Atlanta conference planner
(i993-94; bulietis editor (i99i-93).
SLA Association Level Activities: Networking
committee chair (1998-2030); networking conmittee member (1997-98); Special Libraries article referee (1989-93).

Gail Stahl is the Arlanta Director of !nformatior;
and Research. The Boston Consulting Group,
Atlanta. GA.
Past Employment: Shorter College: librarian
(1995-Sj7); Lamalie Amrop: researcher (199495); Mead Data Centxl: information professional suppar: consnitant (1992-93); Instititie oJ'Paper Science and Technolog: database manager
(198942); Conte! Corporation: corporate librarian, (1988-89); The Techica': Association of the
Pulp and P q u Indushy: information resources
coordinator (1986-1988); Pwt Salmon Associates: librarian (1980-86); Smith B a m q Harris
Uphnrn: bra:& assistant (1976-79); Mudge Rose
paralegal (1974-75); King
Suthlie & Alexa~de~:
and Spaldixg: law librarian (1973).
Education: M.L.S., Emory Zniversity (1987);
B.A., (Spanis:Uiibrary eck~cation),University of
Georgia (1973); additional workshops and seminars in database management and search tools;
SLA continuing education courses.
SLA Member Since: 1982
SLA Chapter Activities: Geo~giaChapter: mentor, C!ark-Atlanta Library School Student
(1934-97); nominating committee (1995); corporate 1.iaiscc (1992-93); treasurer (1990-92);
bulletin editor (L988-89); schoiarship awards
com~it-eechair (1989-93); Task Force on E!ectronic Ccmmuaicaiions (1988-89).
SLA Division Activities: iikary Managmmt Division: business mmager, Library Management
Q-dartedy (1997-98); awards committee member
(1998-99); nominating committee chair (199798); 5md deveioprnen: conzittee c h i r (199697); Knight-&dder leadership f m d committee

Other Professional Activities: internet Librariar. Iilternationai 1999 ar.d Internet Librarian
1998 speaker; fundraising committee member
for S-LA South Atlantic Regional Conference
(1998-99); TAPP': 1nforn;ation Management
Committee prograrri co-chair (1991-92); Gecr-

gia Oniine Database Protocol Colnmittee
(1989); The Conference Board, Information Services Ad\<soy Connci: (1989); Textile Infomation Users Council (1983-86).

Selected Publications: "Librarians as Internal
Consu!:ants: a New Role for the information
Manager", 1995 S-LA Annual Conference; "The
Information Factory: issues for Management",
i995 SLA Annual Conference Papers; "Strategic
Issues: Alternative Sources vs. Internal Sources", 1994 SLA Annual Conference; "The Virtual
Library: Prospect & Promise", Special Libraries
(Fali 1993); ccntri'outing writer, Librav Management in Xeview (1992).

"For more informationyo to i~~~ww.s!a.ory/assoclbo~rdd%ioRoaid/~a~d~dO3.lztm.

SLA faces the challenge of promoting our profession's competencies in relationship to today's world of "dot-coms" To survlve and grow as an associati,on of proactive mformation professionals, it IS necessary to use new, changrng technologies +osupport member needs bihde
all of US have d~fierentlevels of access to technology and technical knowledge, %A has the opportunity to use technoiog as a tool to fulfill our members' need for continuous leammg, shll
enhancemeot human-to-human network~ng,and, :zst but l o t least, presentanon of a posltive
Image :o the "cict-com" world SLAk Board of Directors has tne opportumt)i to nse technology
as a tool, not an en?, and to enlarge membership around the worid

Technology has already affected Ine dehvery of member ~ervices it seems only yesterday
that SLA staK :ns:a!led a fax machlne in headquarters' Judicious apphcation of new technologmes can beneht rnembers in many ways by I) lowenng the cast of supplying mformatlon, 2)
mc:easing access to inore members in more ;ocatlons, 3) nncreasmng the speed and ease of communlcation, and 4: prowding a "non-judgmental" environment to gain skdk in new technologres It wdl 3e s c m e ~ ~ hof
a t a challenge to SLA 1eadersh:p to k ~ o wwhen to inxoduce a new
technology and how long to contmnue offering the "old ' technology One thought to keep In
m ~ isdthat technology 1s a tool used to offer a sermce to SLA members-not the semce Itself

Hopefully, when you read this issue of injbmdtion Out!ook, you will have had only a few
minor glitches due to "Y2K" issues. I susTect that the new miilennium will not change the basic issues facing our profession. Information professiona':~will aIways be faced with the challenge of advocacy of our competencies, knowledge, and shlls and ihe value they provide to
our organizations and society We will still be faced with adapting to new technoiogies fiste:
than our customers. "Interne: speed and "dot-corns" will be replaced with neTv, more challenging concepts that wiil provide us with even more need to be lifelong learners. Future
changes in techno log^ organizational structure, and informatior, delivery will not change the
basic need for assistance in cornplation, organization, and assimilation of information-and
the fact that information professionals are needed as an integral part of that process.
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commit:ee (1996-1997); networking c o ~ r r , i t - Springer Library Advisory Committee. Tenchtee (L995-1999).
kg: Informzricc Netwcrh.
Other Professional Activities (selected): Center
for ?.esesrcfiLibries, Sciecce Research Materiais Projecr (SRM?) Advisory Bozrd; American
Physics! Society Librzry Ad~~iscry
Commir:ee;

David Stern is the Director oi Science Libraries
and Informzdcn Services a: Yale Uriiversity
(1994-present).
Past Employment: University of liiinois: Associate Professor and Hezd, PhysicsIAstrocomy Library, (1987-1994); Arizona %ate Cniversicy. Noble Sciecce 2nd Engineering Library: Physics-Astronoay-Matherriatics Snbjec: Specialist, (19841987); Medical College of Virginia (Virginia
Commonweaith University): Medical Librariac
(1984-1984); james Branch Cabeii Library: Ref
erence L-;'SrariadScier,ceSpeciali~t,~rgiCa
Commonweakh University (1982- 1984).
Education: MA..
history 61 philosophy of science, Indiana University (1982); M.L.S., Indiana University (1982); 6,s.: bioiogicai sciecces,
'dciversity of Cocnecticut (i979).

P~biications(se1ected):Edi:orial Boar& Science
G Techoiogy Sibrmizs (1996- present:; Guest
editor, Scimce & Technoiogy Libraries "i3igi:ai
iibrzries" speciai %sue,Vol. 17, No. 314 (l999).

I 5eiieve C!e most vaiuabie service SidL
cai? offer is the prcvisicr, of proacli-v-e continuing eckcation and prohsionzi development cpportcci':ies as they r e k z to new tools and techniques required on h e job. A co~nSicationof current awaresess and trzinicg sessicx/~vebpzges/docnmenis wodd aIlow librariaas to take advantsge of the iarger neavch of iznowiedge among oar
professiocals and develop xore in2xmed leaders+ slkiils azd vision. Focus arezs sho:ild inc l d e : :echnor,obgjj personnner/maczgement, instxction, coileciion deveioprneni referecce; caaloging, and preservation. I suould concentrate my efforz i c [he following areas: ?m~ridizgoppcr~unitiesfor growth (across ard aamocg disciplines) using the h!iowicg techniques: (I) aemd;
conferences - by heipicg to desig.. sessions and netwoz%ing opportnnities; ( 2 ) pa5iicahons . t-d g short articles to p m o t e c c m s t a w r a e s s to$cs; an2 (3) eiectronic novsgronpdchat
roomsfistservs - organize regular and fccused communications (Vi-tcal Associa:ion SiGs). C?earing echanced s r ~ d e nIiaison
t
coordination, following a p on n y present Chapter and ~rofessicnzi
-.
acti.iiries in an attemp: tc identify naintain, and promote icfcrmatioc 31 Interest :3 pokntial iibra,ians scch as: mruitmen: and job informaticn, sward oppcrxlities, and mentoring services.
1 also beiieve that each individ~~al
S U mernbef has the respor,sibCit;~and must take acrion toward k e k c v , improvement.
~
Examples of appropriate acdon inciude: informed v d n g , attending and/or reviewing professlonai devdopmec: c?~or:~eiries,par:icipa:i:?g in t??e deveiopmect
of ct??erS ' L members and services, and serving 2s a coliaborztor with other players in &e %formarion indmtry to ixpizmeci h e mas: reasonabie infcrIadoa dei;:vey systems.

SLA Member Since: 1982
SLA Chapter Activities: Connecticut Valley Chapter: member (1994-presenr); student liaison officer (1995-present); E-Lst operator (1994present); WW\V site hos; (1996-present). IiIinois
Chapter.: member (1987-1994); Arizona Ckaptci:
=ember (1984-i987): chair, corsni:a~on commitcee (1986-1987); empioyment chaf (l9851986); Virginia Chapreu: member (1982-1984);
government reiations commi:tee (1984).
SLA Division Activities: Physic-s-AsironoxyMatizmatics Givislon: chzir, netwofkicg c a x x i t tee (1998-1999); Americac Physical Sccie:y !iaison (1995-1998); awards commit:ee chai:.
(1995); past-chair, chair, chair-elect (1993-1996);
secretar). (1991-1993); PAMnet E-List operarcr
(1996-present); WWW site hos? (1997-presen:);
member (i984-present). Sciace 6 Techology
Division: member (1982-1984).
SLA Association-level Activities: nominaticg

Technology proviiides powerfd op?or:nnities for deiivering services to our members ( a d
encksers). i V d e elecrronic corimurication 2nd iezming technologies will never replzce faceto-face learcing, they praen: grear opportunities for rapid and decectraiized point-of-need informatior, using web tuiarizls, online conferencir:g, c h : spaces, iisisen~s,fax, and phone c a p
bilities. Pehaps S'U can deveiop online carent awzrzness and conrinuing edxz:ion offerings
in a way tinat focuses oc those members G?at can nor attend h e SLA ccnfe~encesand workshops. in addition, the virtuzi zsso?,a:ion can provide hexer ~erworkingcapabilities for identifyicg and consulting wit?? other S'&-based rescurces.

The oid worid view of librarianship ccssisteE of catziogicg, s:s5ng, searching, and retrieving informaf or, from ac informarion domain consisting of peer revkved and commerciai pubiications. The new Infomation F~ofessionziwill also pr~achveiypro-vide ass-isczncewit5 information iitzacy (filtering), &owledge management (persona1 storzge 2nd mzrrip.;lation of
data), and collaboration in developing infcmatim htabases ar,d delivery systems. These ac$\<ties shonld iaciude h e entire spectrum of iniorma',.:oe resocrces. ?rofessiocais shccl&use
ocr knowledge of resources, tools, and ~ i a s ~ i c a t i otechniqes
n
to deveiop customized gaitways for specific user pcpalations. In terms of associstion activities, I ti~inkSLA shonid Eocus
on icbjying and pubiic relations, nsing ihe ieve~ageand visibility oi the organization for protecricg re.esea2-tiler and znthor rights and assisting in :& development of iogicai and long-te-.
sustainabk informa:icr, delivery sysiems.

Awards & Honors: member, Beta Phi Mu;
North Carolina SLA Meritorious Achievement
A4>vard( 1993).
Other Professiosal Activities: President of
TRI-ribs (organization of Research Trracgle
Park Librarians) (1993); Special libraries rep-

Rebecca Vargha is Libray Coordinator at SAS
Icsticute IGC.,Car% NC (1994-presen:); menher and librtiy liaison: SAS Quality AwarenessTeam (1995-present).
Past Empioyment: Vniveisity of No& Cai-oiifia
at C h q d Iiii!:adjunct facuity (1996-1998); Nationa! Humaiiitiej Cater: Research Thangle Park,
Nodh Carolina: associate iibrarian (1987- 9$);
assistant ii'crarian (1980-87); library assistant
(1979-83).
Education: M.L.S., Nor& Carolina Central University (1982); a.A.(Engiish Literature) University of Korth Carolina: Chapel Hill (1979)

SLA Member Siace: i980

resentative to North Caroiina Goveinor's
Conference on Libraries and Icformation Services (Z991); North Carolina LSCA Advisory
Council (1985-1987) Member of American
Library Association, N.C.Library Associatioe
and Roundtable on Status of Women in
Librarianship.

Some of the issnes facing SLA include rapid technological change. core competencies for iibrarianslinforixation professionals, recruitment of new members, retention of current SLA
members and pro1no:ing our profession. The rate of change is occaning more rapidly. To quote
Heraclitus, "Ali is k x , nothing stays still and nothing endures but change."
Last year, it was my privilege to participate in an informal discussion group with an accreditation team for a gradua~eprogram in information and library-sciecce. We spent considerable
:irr,e taiking about how to trail1 them, The group consensus was that graduates have excellent
technical skills from building killer web sites to network administration skills. These skilis are
very marketable, b x are quickly dated.
Like other SLA ~aembers,I work in an environment where constant change is always ilii the
landscape. One day you may have a Unix box on your desk then seemingly overnight an NT
PC zppears. The key to successful change is building on the ?ast w%1e being focused on the
task at hand. You plan for the fature as well.
SL;1 policies are an integral part of our organiiation. To naviga:e change, I see the Board of
DirecTors as balancing the past, present and future. We can rely on the past without being
aired in it. If we only think about planning for future, we risk over-plannixg it. The critical
mission for the SA Board is to focus oe today without losing sight of the pas: or the Future.

5LA Chapter Acri.Aties: North Cniolina CXapter:

comi~aring camnittee (1998-99); S-LA
h1ee:ing Task Force (1994-95); nomi-

m~:
:n:er

miicg committee chair (1992-93); presidentelect, presidect acd past-president (1989-91);
governmen: reiztions committee chair (198589); ed.uca:icc committee chair (1983-85); second vice-president (1983-85).

SLA Division Activities: Mi?seurr., Art and Humanities Division: awards corninktee chair
(1998- 99); &vision cihair-eiect ar.d chair
(1993-95); professional developmect chair
(1991-92): :or.g-racge placning committee
(1989-91).
SLA Associati.jr Level-Activities: SLAboard of
directors divisioz cabinet chair and chair-elect
(1997-98;; networkiag committee (member
1994-95; chair 1995-1997); Cincinnati Conference Prograrn chair (1991-1993).

The impact of technology is tremendous. The web page with the "Members Only Section"
is invaluable. Membership information and job ads are posted more quickly by harnessing the
power of the Web page. The information is disseminated to more members in a timely manner.
There is less reliance on paper and nore emphasis on email and iistservs. Computers blur
borders and shorten geographic distance. This is advantageons for chapters and divisions
spread over large g e o g r ~ h i careas .
SLA is gomg global a; a rapid pace. The Asian Chapter was created in 1999. Since my last
tw73year tenure on the SL4 Board, there have been several chat room sessions fcr candidates.
David Bender has regular chats with members. The world is shrinking and SLA is reaching out
to members on a global basis via technology.

Vtz are proactive with oour customers and position the infoxnation center strategically Web
sites are extensive and rich in content. We :elecommute and are part of "global :earns." The
profession :ranscenck mere physical barriers using technology. We have print collections that
co-exist wjth pdf Eiles and deskmp tools. Planning future strategies is challenging and requires
great flexibility It's going to be a great ride!

"NERAC tells me,
'I am irreplaceable.. .'

I'm happy to say that
the feeling is mutual ...
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"NERAC is our valued partner in managing the information revolution. Their
current awareness tools-especially Tech Tracks and TOCs-help us keep our
engineers informed an new technologies. The NERAC specialist who performs
our searches far us does so quickly and with understandi~g,creativity9and, most
importantly, a determination to see us satisfied with the results.
""P;TEWA@'sonline services are expanding all the time, Full-text patents are now
about as easy to obtain as they can be. And finally, I like NERAC9sfhk-rate
pricing, which eliminates the need to spend a lot of time on accounting details."

-

NERAC, inc.
i Technoiogy Drjve Toiiand, CT 0 6 3 8 4 3 9 0 0
Phone: 360-872-7000 Fax: 860-875-j749 E-mail: infoQnefac.com

Over time;',en%ergxI~e
i ~ ~ f w r n ~P tEiS~QnI U ~ Cbecome
~S
fragmented--%hisis a fa& OrganiraZrans deplergs struct~reddata in multfpte
databases and sea& of rr~astructurademeri&and documents on
WVGE
lhrai~jhautEke camparry. %lparal ymrs aqa, many srqa~stza4Iwncput Zagsther intransas that bridqed the gap between
workers and same of the company% iwfwmgsation. Nowever, as
Olnw gal;srx.i I P - S Qhave
~~
COWTB%a
reaiize that this Rrsl geereratkn Bnstmet no :afsaw meets the flm's needs. In tact inttrnneis a r e aRen
sos severely titxier fwd& that they acfsra[iy cosf organizafisaws
dearly ir: IwS.lime and resources. Cansider Sak& &\diebere'sAlert&OX 0rtk1e ~ Y B M
April 4, 199% En writing abaut fast ~ff'Ticiemy tram
carparlx%ai??tra-x?ts
Hieisen nates:
Hhe c ~ s fof. paor nas;iqalion and Back of design standards is . . .at
lease ten t~Miot~
d ~ t f a r 5pe? y t a r Zer b s t ernpioqu(eepradtrcgivlEy for
a camparry with 10,000 ernplayees. Wa~idwBdethe east of bad inwan& u~cbIiif5gwill grow 'Io Z J ~ Q $M3 f32
~ biUim by the year 2881
d e s s betbkr ~xwigatirsnsystems are bu8G and much stricter interwaL desddq~tstandards egsfarced,
2m McMahon is electronicpublishing specialist at the Amencan Mathematical S o d
em He mav he reached at txm@amr.or~.

While there may be some hyperbole in Nielsen's artick, the message is g i t e
clear. First generation intranets, as important as they can be, cost organizations
huge amounts in Iost time and revenue. Wher, quantified, this outlay can be
staggering.
Organizatiom today, and tomorrow, have a task ahead or" ;hem. They need to
pull this disparate miverse of information into one coherent point of access. In
short, they need a second-generation intranet &a:: aliows members cB the orga2.ization to access more data than they have ix the past. Fred Hapgood puts thisgs in
perspective with his CiO Web Business Magazine artide abut second-generation
intranets. He wri'les that this must be a "collaborative medium that provides users
quick, comprehensive access to everythicg Ckir jobs r e ~ u i r e - f h programs
,
anC
peopie, both inside and outside the orga3ization-whiiee capturing and managing
each person's wo2t so that others in tnrn can 3 r d and cse it. The new intranet is
less a resource i'lself thaa the delivery vehicle for ail the resources any employee
migizt need."
Therefore, the result of the seconli-generation intranet must allow workers
throughout file organization to quickly and efficiently 2nd the informztion that ailows 'Lqern to complete 5leir work wi',lzout wasting time or recreating vmrk others
have done, Depending upon the size of 5?e organization; companies codd retool
their existing intranets to add addition21 ,lr:ctim;ionaEty. However, the buzzword in information management is pm'ab. Many large size companies are already taking advantage of pork4 technoiogies. Sma11er and mid-sized companies are also beginning
to hear that tkis technology may provide exactly the kind of f~ they are looking f o ~
A portai format wiX give ssers a customized View of the organization's services and
information, enhanced by additiond worlifiow feakres: search capabilities and d s cussion goups.

In reviewing the options for pork1 depicyment, decision-makers must take into
account an emerging technology trend: appiication outsonrzing. There are several
drivers hehind today's outsourcing decisicns, cone of which will be aien tci the Iib r a y comm-mi@ accelerating reengineering benefits; freeing resmrces for other
puqoses; improvi3.g company focus; reducing operating costs; unavailabili9 of inrercai resources.
Acceleraaizg reengheenhg benflts: Companies impiement corporate portals
with an eye to dramatic improvements in critical measures of performance such
as cost, qualiq, service, acd speed. However, xhe need to increase efficiency can
come into direct conflict with the need to invest Lr; the organization's core business. As non-core internal frmctions are cormtimaliy m v e d to the back Snrneu,
systems bec0ro.e iess erf~cientand less prcdudive. Mar~ycompanies that provide
outsourcing for IT applications iike portals, promise to have the application up
and ruming inside a few months. The benefits of this time sensitive roll-oct are
seif evident.
Freeing resources~osother purposes: Every orgacization has limits on available
m .

resources m d portal development can tax large amounts of those resources. Outsourcing permits an organization to redirect its assets-peopie, machines and
money-toward activities that add value to the core service market. People whose
energies would have been focused on infrastructure management and internal application development can now be focused externally on the customer.
iTmprs;ving companyfocus: Outsourcing allows a compar;,y to focus on its core
business by having operational functions assumed by an outside expert. Portal
companies, for instance, have researched and developed these applications from
the ground up. There is no doubt that their core business is making portal deployment as hassle free as possible to its customers. Freed from devoting energy to areas that are not in its expertise, the company can focus its resources on meeting its
cns:cmers' needs. With respect to portal deve'lopment, the company can spend less
time Clinking about and cocstructing a complex application and more time working
with the dzta that is now more freely available through the portal.
iieducin, operating costs: Companies that try to do everything themselves often
incur high researck, development, and deployment expenses. Portal applications may
run a z y ~ h e r efrom $100,000 to $250,000, this figure is for the application alone.
Factor into this the cost of system administrators and other staff required during the
sehip and maintenance of the porta and costs incline on a steep slope. An outside
provider's lower cost strwture, which may be the result of a greater economy of scale
cr other advantage based on specialization, reduces a co~pany'soperating costs and
increases its competitive advantage.
U.mailabiZi&ofinternal resources: Companies will also outsource because they
do not have access to the required resources &hin the company. Complex applications, such as portal programs, may require the expertise of networking specialists,
database progammers and network administrators. Depending on which vendor and
product are selected, physical resources such as web serve:rs, content creation tools,
and ofher enabling technologies may also be required. Outsourcing is a viable alternative to building the needed capability from the ground up through new hires or expensive training.

Application Service Providers (ASPs) are organizations or third parties that
provide software applications over the Internet, typically for a fee. ASPs host and
manage the applications from their facilities or from co-1oca.tion center@), and
coordinate the ongoing support, maintenance and upgrades of the applications.
By combining software, hardware, networking technologies, and technical expertise, ASPs can provide superior performance and increased security, reliability,
and scaiability over traditional corporate-owned, in-house corporate-run applications-without a sigcificant upfront financial commitment. Industry analysts
specalate that Applicatioc Service Provisioning may become the dominant model
for ,software applicaiion delivery. ASP customers can rent services on a per-user,

Anofher vendor, Axtoncay, is also evaluating an outsourced portd service. It's a
safe bet though, that the subset Iisted here iviiI grow exponentiai'iy over the ccxing
months and years.

While at first blush, the concept of outsourcing the po&iI might lock Eke a sound
idea, Ctere are some concerns. If products iive on mltiple ASPS in different parts of
the countryfyou have wonder what is more expeasive or what is worse - tying to
integrate software hosted by different peopk or buying it a11 yourseif and putting it
at your location and managing it that way. Other issues indude security and retrieval
of previous document versions. If tile ASP decides to upgrade the p x z l appliation,
wiii your organizatior, s t S be able to successfuliy discover and retrieve a! of the information it could before tke upgrade? The answer is m s r likely yes. firnever? 3
skeptic's stance is not necessarily a bad position to take. Sta5ie per-user costs are dways another aspect that piays a factor in strategic decisions Iike cdaboratiag with
an ASP for pozal depioymer?l.
Launching a corporate portai is notZng to rush icto. The commitment of human, machine, and cash resources will be significant. In outssurcing the port&
you are guaranteed that the veador's expertise will piay a xajor roie in assuring
your orgacizaticn a smooth transition. Hcwever, those interested in ailtsonrcing
should 3e aware that the most robust techeology is not necessarily the most e 3 cient; customers should Iook for a vendar that understands their business. A
iarge component of rhe value a vendor brings to Cqe deal is its nnderstaccing of
what the technslcgy meaas to YOLX business and to those that work with its information an a daily basis. Inevitably, some vendors will have a better ncderstanding of this than others w2I. As we look 'lo the hture acd the looming explosion of informatioc ir: the workplace, it is becomkg increasingly ciear Cqat some
type of singie point access will be needed to provide workers witit the toois snd
inf~raationthey need to get; their jobs done effkiently, Any organization W%
make i?undreds of decisions before it rolls act a major applicatioc Eke a corporate
qpropriate vendor, and purchasing strategy are a2
Tie
critical decisions in the deployment grocess. Outsourcing C?e portal is jzst o m
&
more branch for consideration in that decisior: tree.
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he cbnging role of t5e cczporate 1bra:ian has Seen the topic of mdch
discmien in recent yeais These iranges are, of course, largely the
resdt of technobglcal changes in the tools we use to accomplish onr
tasks. For exaEple, online resources have replaced hard copy xaterials,
ging the iibrartan's reqaire0 skill set and w e of services offered. Brrt ia addticn tc modifying the corporate librarian's roles and respor~sibilities,recent xckinoicgicai
changes have zlsc cbviated the need for rigid work sqles. This artide explores the Teasons why iodayts c o r y n t e iesea~chcefiter is qproprlaie for those seeking EexiXe work
arrangements. and provides insight into the benefits of Siexi'lie work arrar:gements in
other :ndustries.
A meer as a iibrarixq iin a corporate resesrch ceriter is we11 suited for those who are locking for flexible work mangemen= such as teiecomn&?g beca~semost of the resources
used today a x availabie electronidy. Some of these resources indzde t5e foliowing:
0
Brokerage research
Company web sites
e
Goverrmenf filings
lntranet web sitcs for inforixation within a company
Proprietary databases ccn%in:ng reports by indi;srry analysts

Anyone vko has remote Internet access
and subscriptions to pro~rietaryweb sites
czn use the resources mentioned above
from a home office or any remote location.
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The nethods by whx? requests for resea-ch are scbaitted and answered have
also changed over the past several years. In
the past a client in need of research called
the research center to submit a request. The
iibrarlan was tkrefore required to be in the
center ic order 50 accept the request. Now,
in maay cccmpar.les, a Lbrarian's phone can
be programmed to forward all calls automatically to a phcae outsrde the company.
Sc the client in need of research can call the
research centel; and the librarian can answer the tail from his or her home office.

Also, many requests are now submitted via
e-mail, and can be received and answered
f~omanywhere.
AS recently as a few years ago, to answer a research request, a librarian typithe~ appropriate source,
: cally ~determined
$
located the book or document on the shelf,
photocopied a few pages, and then faxed
them to the client. O,: ~fa client requested
an entire book, the librarian would send it
through the mad. Now, however, most resources can be downloaded from the Internet and sent via e-mail in PDF, HTML, or
Word format. The disadvantage of downloading PDF files from the Internet over an
analog phone line, however, is the slow
speed of data transfer. Installing an ISDN
line in one's home office is an alternative
to the analog phone line, although it is, of
course, more costly.
Increasingly, clients of corporate researck centers require only a graph, table,

or brief summary to answer their information needs. Many clients no longer
have the time or inclination to read
through a large document, a ~ are
d satisfied with receiving the information graphically. These graphics can often be extracted from the online document, and
sent to the client electronically (pasted
into an e-mail message). Again, a remote
office envircnment is perfectly suited to
requests that do not involve dellvery of
large, hard copy documents.
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In addition to telecommuting, flexible
work arrangements such as job sharing are
becommg more prevalent in corporate research centers. It is the nature of mmy research requests that they can be answered
within a day, or Lrl two days. The work week
can therefore be dimded in half if two librarians wish to job share. If tkere are requests

that remain ua2nished at fie end of a librarian's s k i , those reqilests can be passed on
for completion ";o the li'kiriac who covers
the nex: part of the week. In most czses, tXs
type of amngexent demands tirat both !ibrwjans have some subjectxatter exp&se
ic the dient's siibject area. Job sharhg requires excellent commnication between the
two iibr&:ans, so that no requests go u n k ished; it &so reqtrires dose communication
between t;le librarians and the dient. so that
the dient knows the statr:s of the request,
and who is working on 2.

flexible employee was ""moreproductive
per hour" tlan comparable staff workir:g a full-time conver,tional schedule,
One 5undred percent cf employers
said the Bexible employee was "the
same as" or "more" experienced, fou s e d , productive and motivated thac
those employed fv.11-time.
In I998 the Fzmfiies and Work Insth'te
(~~~nn.far;mi:liesandwork.org~
p.~blished the
"'Business Work-Life St'~dj7."it is one of the
most comprehensive s?~&es of how E.S.
cors,panies are respondhg to 5?e work-Zfe
needs af *Li?enation's chmging vmEorce.
@,,$$,a'S;
"a&
'Funded by several large corporations, this
& ~ ~ a n g m w mB tF sT ~
report surveys a representative sample of
f oh P ~ ~ F ~ F ~ % K %1,057
G for-pof2
@
and not-for-profit conpaThe effects that Cexible work arrange- nies with one-hundred or more ezp!oyees.
ments have on job satisfaction and busi- One of tkeir %:.dings is <?at oniy eigkeen
ness resdts hwe been st~diedby Flexikle percent of companies cffering flexible x7ork
Resources, Inc., a Iesding staffing 2nd con- arrangemeas perceive &e costs of their insulting firm iocated in 5?e Northeast and vestmer:ts in these poiicies as outweighing
Mifornia, and Families and Work Institute, the benefits, w%ie thirty-six percent periocated in New York, A june 9, 1999 Bscsi- ceive these programs as cost-neutral, and
ncss YWe zrtide ("'Surveys Reveal H H ~ W fourty-six percent perceive a positive returI?
Flexibility Znhances job Performance") de- on their investments. The s21dy also finds
scribes how flexible Resources, Inc, con- that C?e mere fact tirat so many companies
dxted paraEel research adking people in provide programmatic assistance ar:d supflexible jobs to evduate :heir job perfor- portive work e~vironmentsindicates that
mance. In a separate survey, their managers many company executhes a x aware that
were asked what they thought. The survey meeting the needs ~f employees not c d y
involved just over 200 workizg wozen em- helps these ezpicyees and their families,
ployed in fiexibk jobs in marketingg, fi- but also benefits :he bottom Ene.
As <!ese stttdies have skowc, taere Is 2
nance, human resources, sales, and other
professions, in the Los Angles, Boston, demonstrated connectiop, between a 5dand n'ew York metropditan regions. The re- anced life and a more effective employee.
suits beiow show the respondents' assess- Gven the akundacce of resources available
online and a ii'drarian's skill at csing t h e z
ments of their own job performance:
A fell ninety percent said t5ey were as we11 as the changing nabre of research
"the same cr more" results-oriented in reqaests, co;rporate research centers can
their cxrent Bexible job than in a pre- now encoxage their empbyees to adopt
flexible work arrangements such as tdevious. non-flexible work srraEgement.
Eighty percent said they are now "the comnuti.ag and $15 shzing, There are indeed occasions whet it is advantageous tc
same or xore" ~ctivated.
Eighty-four percent said they are have a person physiczliy lyresent ic 53e cennow "the same or more" loyal to ter, for example to loan bocks or to dscourage Cleff of expensive mate:ids. However,
their empioyer.
Eigiity-six percent said Ciey x e now research librarians need cot spend a3i the2
working hours in the research center, The
"'the same or more" foc~sed.
tecirnoiogicai charges that have reqaired us
Fiexihie Resources, Inc. condi~cteda para!i d survey with no re than Bfty managers who to modify x.r skills and responsibilities
employ peopk 5 flexible positions. Some of aiso serve to helly v,s lead more bzlac
and productive lives,
theiir responses indcde the fo1lowiag:
F@-six percent of employers said tile
flexible employee was "more produc$ve
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The Ficance Committee conducted its fall meeting at
the association headquarters September 27, 1999. Tkx
agenda inchded the foEowing topics: management letter
review 1999 fieancia1 report and budget review; 1999
operating earnings; FY 2COC budge2 cost per member
statistics; financial forecasts; fund dev.,lopment; investments; icdependect auditors; and unit financial reports.
The bulk of the meeting was focused on the review
and apprcvai of Lie FY 2000 Draft Budget. Staff concenW
ic detrates time ar,d effort to produce S ~ Q ~ Gbudgets
veloping Cie budget. In the most basic terms, shadow
budgeting entziis the development of multiple budgets for
each program area.
The FY 20038 Budget includes a tolal gross income of
nearly $9 million. Tkis represents a tki-y-one percent increase, or $2.1 miliioc, over the 3'1999 Budget. This is
due primarily to the increased projected. incom in the areas of Advertisicg, Annm': Conference, and Global 2200.
The FY 2000 Budget d s c includes Me an dates from the
Finacce Committee's long-range Zcancid pan: increased
income fron conference and educationd registration fees,
shipping and handiing fees: exhibit booth fees, advertising rates, career services empioyer fees! and inter-library
loan fees, as well as t ~ investmeets
e
in professional development and technology.
The FY 2000 Budget ind.udes tile strategic pricrities in
accordance with the 1999 dues increase proposal and the
priorities established 5y Ci?e Eoard of Directors primarily
in 21e foilowing areas: tec2nologq: professional deveiolment, public communications, leadership services, governance, and research.
Last Jacuary, f&e Board of Erectors accepted the fcllowing generic financial assumptions which have also
been incorporated in the FY 2003 Budget:
The Urban Consumer Rice index is projected to rise
appraximately twc percent. The AIMS Association
Financial Index is projected to increase near fom
percent. This wili relate to an across-the-board increase in operational expenses. Growkg U.S. trade
deficits will actualiy heip hold down inflation and
interest rates.
Siaffing costs vwil'; increase by seven to eight percent
For more inJ'orrndon,
tc fund the salary admhistratioc plan as approved 5y
contact
the board of Directors, and will hclxde the expansion
Richaid Ndlace,
of outsourcing.
Legal and ocier professionai services will continue tc
SLA 7kasurer
(r~~allae@aestalgeyco~ rise at a rate of five to six percent.
0

R-avei acd icdging costs wiil continue :c increase five
eo eight percent.
Further :echnologicai advances and the continued ixplenen2tion of the vimal associarion win enable the
association to provide more prcdxcts and sewices in
the digital format, offericg potential sources of additional revenue. Kowever, the initial period of changing any deiivery rr,etkod causes uncertzinty. Staff wiH
be $ced -cNitb offering both d$td and prict formars
in mdetermined quantities as ',i?e initial demand may
be somewkit v a p e .
The gro'\~thh 5 i e xiembership dues base is p:ojec'led zr
two to Ckee percent, with a modest projected increase
5 Lxome of app;oximateIy $255,380. ?rogr&~~atic
costs w2 kcrease to serve a growing membership base.
%A's internatioeai interests an6 exposure w 3 continue to increase (especially in relatior, to Global
ZCOC). This will create greater demand for the development, impiemenztion, and delivery of products
and sewkes to a gowing :nternationaI meabership.
The budget inclzdes an increase in the net membe:ship incone of more thac 69.5percent as approved: 5y
the Bczrd cf Directors at its ;me 1999 meeting, A szong
emyhasis will be piaced on member retectioe and internatiocal reauitmext for ZCOC. The ratio of dues to nondues income for FY 2500 is 22 to 78, as reflected ie the
budget (versus 27 to 73 in 1999). The five percent
char,ge for 20eO is represectative of the significant increases in ncn-dces revecne activities which are ou: pacing &e increases in dues revenue. As s&ted ic our MMS
repozs, this is came for coccern. The Finance Committee
will contime to examine the revenue ratios as part of its
routine fiscal xonifcricg and Iocg-range pIsnr,iag.
Some other significazt hi@i,lats include: The bottom iine in the Seriai Publications program has improved
178~ e r c ws-aer
t 3'1999 This is & ~ primarily
e
23. the increased advertising income, as we2 as cost containment
in the production and delivery of both P;@oimation Outbok and 7/h0 's Who.
The overali profit margin of the Annual Conference
has iccreased forty percent as a result of sever21 fac'Lors.
The conference is expected to draw record-breaking ncmhers of registrants, as weiZ as the largest yet §LA e x W t
hailtii.The nmber of xiajor partr~ersprovidicg sigci8cznt
sponsorship revenue and significant increases in advertising income a h ccntri'aure ta the healthy jottom lice.
rmfi:~u%,3az7e$0

Associations and Labo: Unions
46
In an open-ended question on the 1949 Salary Sur47
Federal
Government
vey, employee respondents were asked to provide t5e ti49
Health Care 6t Social Assistance
tle and department of the person to whom they reported.
I15
Legal
This article will examine these data for those respon48
Publishing (Newspaper, Periodical, Book)
dents who indicated they had the responsibility levels of
DirectorslManagers, in five industries: Hieaith Care 6s
Social Assistance (hospitals, individual and family serThere were noted differences by industry, though
vices); Associations (professionallbusiness) and La5or some common themes across industries, as well. Results
Unions; Publishing-l"je~ispaper,PeriodiczI, Book; Legal; are reported by industry fcr this article.
In the AssociationslLabor Union industry, there were
forty-six directorlmanager respondents who provided the
titles and departments of those to whom they reported.
'Itvo of the forty-six indicated they did not work in information centersllibraries: one reported to a W of Marketing Programs, and one to a Director of Publications. Of
the remaining forty-four directors/managers, 48% reported to Vice Presidents, 32% to Directors, 16% to Executive Directors, and 5%to Managers.
With seven responses (16%), reporting to an Executive
Director was the single most mmmon response. Among the
: departments of Vice Presidents, Directors, n?d Managers,
directorlmanagers of information cecters/libraries were
about equally likely to report to MarketLglCommu~licationJ
Public Relations, MemberICorporate Services, Administration, and Research, with Zve or six responses each (eleven
to fourteen percent). Other departments mentioned were Information Systems, Information Sewices and Knowledge
hlanagement, Strategic Development, Professional DevelopmenUEducation,Programs snd Publications.
Among the forty-seven SLA member directorslmanagers
who worked for the Federal Government, five did not work
in an idormation center.
remainkg forty-two infcrmation center directorslmanagers were most iikeIy to report to
Directors (38%) or Chiefs (38%). Several also regorted to
and Federal Government. These five industrres were Managers (14%) and Leaders (7%).Xie Oepartments had a
some of the most common in which SLA survey respon- . great deal. of vxiety with no apparent patterns, perhaps redents worked, and, therefore, there were a high number flecting the multiple agencies under the government umof titles and departments to analyze. Future research brella. A few of the departments have been seen in other inwill attempt to examine over 1,COO responses from di- dustries, such as Information Technology, Administration &
rectorlorinanager employees that work in all forty-five in- Planning, Training 6t Educztion, and Finance. Others vary
dustry categories.
from Appeals Unit to Food Research Program.
Due to the phrasing of the question, respondents may
Among the forty-nine respondents at the director1
have indicated that they reported to the person in charge manager level in the Health Care and Social Assistance
For mare Lgormcztior;, of the library or information resource center. After eiimi- industry, forty-seven worked in information centerstlicontact
n a t i ~ gtwenty such responses, the breakdown by indus- braries and two did not. Of the turo respondents not in an
Riicli Arno!d, Ph.D
try of the remaining 305 responses of directo:/managers information center, one reported to a President and one to
(ruth@slu.org).
and the titlesldepartments to whom they reported was:
:
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On Wove&er 18-19. 1999, the 'Professional Cevelqsent department presented the Szte-of-the-Art Institute:
The Next Technology Revolution. This two-day rofessionaI learning opporcmity focused on the advanced
technologies which will impact how we do thizgs in L x
upcoming miienniam. Presenters at the Washington, DC
based event, included technology experts and those who
have put advance technologies to w o k Carol Knobianch, Product Manger for Open Text Corporation, conducted a session titled nchndogesJor Pdan~hgContent and presented a paper to be ~ ~ b i i s h ebyd SZA in its
1999 State-of-the-Art instimte Proceedings. Ac excerpt
of Knoblatich's artide, 2chnologksJor C~ntertIdancgernent: Whsrt Do YGUReal& ?deed, is provided below.
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by Carol Knoblauch

Cocrent management is the process of developing,
maintaining
depicying web coritent. There are various
stages and tasks invol.ved in a comprehensive content
m a g e m e n t solution. Re areas of interest to you will depend on where your organization is on the adoption cxiie
acd t2e size and scope of your needs. What probiems are
you encountering today and what problems do yo::. anticipate? Wnat factors shodd you consider when you are s e t
ting goals and identivmg requirements? What technologies ape avgiiable tLO heip conper your intranet?
&'fi\t

":.

For more injbmation,
contact
Corvie Cam'ngton
(corvie@sla.ag)).
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Most intranets have grown expocentially; in many
cases through the efforts of a few enthusiasts with very
simple tools. In some organizztions, anyone could set up
a web site, With no rules, those intranets quiciiiy got out
of hand because r:o o m was concerted about the content.
Research indicates that most compa&s car, use all the
help they cm get to maage thek intranet content. A report from Fonester Research, released in Febmary 1999
found List slightly m r e than one hid? of the 50 Vkb Mallzgers izterviewed, do not use any tods to administer t k i r
VJeb assets. ' With most intranets doubling in size every
year, it is co longer feasok to manzge content wit11out automated took Icformation techndogy {(IT)orgw.izztions
haven't taken content-creation tools seriously, Siey need
to start getting involved acd thL~kinga3mt an overall
content-creation and management strategy.
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Whiie IT orga%zations n a y not take content managemect seriocsly, it is a~parectthat information professionals do. Applyisg appropriate p-inciples of information
science to your tangled web needs to 3e a cooperative
project wiLi IT. You can advise the teciicica: speci&ist
about mazers of organization, of kncwledge, m d patt e x s of information use. According to the Sartcer
Sroup's Day! 'Plulummer, "organizations wouid be wise to
appoint a 'cy3rariax' to coordinate Cle management efforts; develop a shared regository fcr content; and creaEe
a system for authorizing people to k w e access to the providing and changing of content.'' iii

Co~ponents ,. Cor'yez~!

, ~ .*~ g ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~
C3~tectmanagement (CMj is the process for controlEng web content, in order to develop and organize a large
M y of informatkx so that everything can be fomd by
anyoce antkorized iLO firid it. Content management is
vague Secztse it can apply to zny stage of t??econtent life
ycle. By man37 definitions, if a. tcsi has to do wit??the intranet, it's d e d content management. Cepending on
yom perspective, y o x training, sr yon: roie in the organization, CM meacs somthing sli&tly different.
Content is not ody found in HTm we3 gages. E x r e
are multiple and heterogeneous sources of vaIua3Ie content, both inside and outside the czganization. Content
management is an exercise in content ictegation that
employs toois and sewices ts provide a sin& point of access to ali ir:fxmaticn resonrces.
In additior:, conterz mmagement is 2 process of efficiently mov'ag content ',%ocgh its Iife-qde. Gonknt is created, m&:tzixed9 organized, and published. Each stage of
5ie content Fife cyiie has vxious associated t a s l ~Tnex
.
ae
automated. toois avanabie to s u p p many
~ of those tasks.

<;eztiy~<CCsfip:-,t
.a

The frrsl stage in the content life cycle is the creation,
seiectior,, or identification of the zcntent. Tasks associated wiLc creating zontent indude designing ',ize appearance, genera5ng or preparing the content, and reviewing
and approving items for p3iication. Static pages migkt
be created using an WTML editor, or word processor and
document converters. Structcred daQ- may be derived
50s existing dztabases. e'nstmc?md data may be
managed in an object database or document management
caw5nwdpage 36
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and CIOs (2%). Another 3% of the jnformation center directors1
managers reported 'is Eeads of t i b r a y Committees, and 6% to
other departments.
Among the forty-eight dtrector/manage: respondents in 5?e
Publishing-Newspaper, Periodical, Sook industry, five respondents
reported they did not wo& in information centers. Those to whcm
they re~ortedvaried; Associate PubIisher, Copy Chief, Exec-Give Editor, Editor-lcformaCion Technology, and %rk. Of the xmaining f ~ q three directorlmanager respondents who workd in information
centers or libraries, they p-edominantly l:jeported (69%) to editors of
variolzs titles: editortsenior editor (15%j,assis2nt!associate managing editor (16%), managing editor (14961, edisr-in-chief (9?h),
and W-editorial di.disbi? (7%).
These were most likely in foe Cepartmnts of editoriai or news. The departments of the remaining
four 7fls (9%) were Corporate Graphics System, Operations Q Associate F~bIisher,and Finance. Of G?e six (14%) directors, C~eirdepaEments were n'e~vsroomAdministration, E@i',oridServices, Information Services Group, PIanning and Administ~ation,and Strategy
and Finance. One information center direstor!manager reported to
each of the foilowrg: CEO QO, and COO (2% each).
Due to the qualitative n&xe of these data, %ese findkgs are
not reported in the §LA Annual Salary Survey 1999 p%2iication.
Members will be kfocixed as more nsults become available, F a
more information aboct t k 11999 salary survey, sse http:l!
wwvli.sia.ol.g/researi~lsdszr99.htd.
NOTICE: The deadlixe for L21e Steven 1. Goldspid Memorial Research Grant proposals is Fe9ruary 28, 2939. A@ication materizls
may be received from %A's fax on demand service i~ Xoi-21
ca (toil-free: 1-888-41'1-2856) or icternationaliy (tooll-charge: 1415-278-3910), items #1101-1406, or from %A's web ske at
h~p://m~,da.org/research/index.htd.
@
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a Principal Of tbe remaining fortyseven, 43% reported ',s Vice
Presidents and 34% to Directors. Next, most common, was reporting to Managers (17%j. There was also one respondent reporting to
each of the following: CEO, CIO and COO (2% each).
There was considerabie variation in t:le departments of the
Vice Presidents, Directors, and Managers co whiciz information
center mangersldirectors reported in the Health Care industry. Education was Gie most common department (23%) when all reporting levels were examined: trp (N-I), D~rector(N=5j and Manager
(N-4). The most common department at the W-Ievel was Medical
Affairs (N=4j; xhere were also DNo WS of Information Services.
The remaining departments, with from 1 to 3 responses, were:
Administration/Services, CIinicaXlinicai QuaIity Assessment,
CommunicationlCommuni@ HealthlPublic Affairs, Corporate Services, Development ServicesIFundraising, Finance and Planning,
Huzan Resources, Information Services, Medical Records, Operations, Patient Services, Pharmacy and Materials Management, Program Resources, and Research and Strategic Learning Development/Strategic Managemect.
There seemed to be more consistency in reporting structure
among the 115 information center directorslmanzgers in the legai industry. Most reported (51%) to Administrators of various
titlesllevels: AdmiaistratorlCffice-Firm Administrator (33%);Cirector of Administration (11%); Office Manager (4%); and Zhief
Administration Officer (3%). Partners of various titles/ieveIs
were the second most common group (18%)to whom directors1
managers of information centers reported: Partner (7%),Managing Partner (6%), and Library Partner (5%). Several respondents
reported to Executive Directors (10%) and Chief Operating Officers ( 5 % ) , and with fewer reporting to GEOs j3%;, CFQs (2%j,
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accessed easily, and so thzt related content is easily discovered.
Dzring this stage in the content iife cycle yot: might use directories,
caeaicgs, indexes, thesauri @xonomies), or knowledge may.

j > ~ ~ S

system, Content may be reviewed through a formai approval. Aithough we w% not cover selection- or liceming for acquired externai content, it should be managed using the same techniques applied-to internal content so Cqat access to both a n be integrated.
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Maintaining content relates to the p3ysicd aspects of access m d
control of the information.- % enswe Me vaiue of your web-content you need to define ways to: revise information; control versions; authorize users to read, add, update, or delete content; maintain currency; apply retention guidelines; navigate the coctent without error; and, assure the hteglty of the links between resources.
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From the information professiona!~' perspebive, zontent needs
to be organized so that it cac be retrieved when it is needed. Whiie
of primary impoflance to information professionals, efforts to organize and access content are not a significant area of emphasis for
the IT community. Content needs to be categorized so that it can be
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Finailyr you need to present content in a consistent fomat and
be able to distri'hte and share it wi% ~ C X ~Reiated
S.
content, regardless of source or format needs to 5e assembled for presectztion. Yor;, need t~ find ways to disseminate icfommaticn to anthorized, interested xsers so thst they a n shzre information and generate knowledge thro'agh coIiaboration,
mli text of this and other ~resenters'micles are available in t l e
1999 S2te-of-2~e-ArtXns'LihSe "oceedings. This complicatioc, incicdes speaker artides and suppiementzi reading on innovations in,
and Cqe impact of, advanced tec5nologies. ?lease conact ou: Pub%
cations depmment at 1-202-254-4700 for price idormation or to
piace an order.
Specific questions ~ b m the
t coctect of 5?e Proceediags can be
addressed by the Professional Devdo~mectdepartment at 1-202&
234-4700, extension 579 or by e-ma2 at prsfdev@sla.org.

THE preferred SOURCE
..'.>....

Author's note This is the second or" two artides examining Geographic Information System (GIS) technology. A GIS Iinks databases to maps, allowing d a z to be
visualized as maps or charts and providing took fcr
geographic analysis. The first ariide provided an overview of tile technology, described some appkations of
GiS in Susiness, government, and ednation, and highiigited some of the advantages in using GIS. In part
Wo, we iook at issues of data access and where GIS
technology is headed.

!,&'h&

Big seat abou: Data?

One barrier to fle adoption of @ishas been the availability of data, Acquiring d a z usually is the largest expense in estabiishing a GIS. Most systems were designed with a 'project" focus, meaning that data3ases
were designed to solve the problem at hand and no
thought was given to other potential uses. Much effort
was wasted gathering similar databases for different deprtments in an organization or because d a z had been
discarded at the end of the project rather than archived
for future use. Wit!! the increasing popclarity of d a z

:

warehousing, GIS users have realized the vahe of maintaining an integrated database for nse throughout an organizaticn. Most GiS packages now connect ta an in&w
try-standard RDBMS, azowing GGIS users access tc ccrporate dztzbases.
Another problem is GIS packages have relied on proprietzy d a z formats. As GIS use has become more
widespread, 5 ~ interest
e
in sharing data has prompted
the GIS cormunity to devdop open data formats to fzc W t e data sharing. At a national level, C?eSpatial Data
Transfer Standxd (SETS)was developed by a committee
of government agencies, universities, and private CGIPTpanies tc provide a format ?or packaging information
that could be transferred between GIS packages w2kcut
the loss of any informatioc.
h s interest 'lexchanghg da& grew, the need for a
standardized way of describing a data set became aFparent. A database without any dordmen~tionis useless
because one cannot evakate its accnracy or reliability. It
may be Interesting to icok at bet it camor be used for
a q decision making. Some types of idormation that are
importarit t~ know about a GS database are: what geogra~hic2.~3.is co-wed, when was the information coIlected, how precisely a x ioatisns recorded, what 3elds
are contained in the database, what units of measurement are used, and whatreszicticms on the use cf the
database exist. This icformation that descuibes a data set
is d e d "metadata." Tne Federal Geographic Data Com& t e e (FGDC) developed the Cor,tent Standard for Egitaj
Spatial Metadata, which provides a framework for seating rnetadaz. WhGe the standard was designe6 for Rdera1 agencies that create spatial data, other orgaxizaticns
also cse it to create metadaz for tile G E dzta they produce. Librarians are familiar with :.anther s e of metadata, of course, known as a m s o g record. UnforEdnatIy,
the standard for spatial rnetxiata is quite different from
the US MARC format, but efforts are underway to examine how spatial metadata a n be incorporated into stand z d Ebrzy ~talogingsystems.

A Brief
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Scrprisingly, GS is not a new technoiag. Attempts to
compnterize mapmaking and geographic analysis date to
Cbe 1960s. Researches at Hiarvard University's Labo~~tory

by Angela Lee, industrj solutions manager-for ii6rmanes
and museum at ESM She mqy be reached s7f aie@esnmm.
For more information ozz the Cumizg E&e, contact 2m IdcMahon (txm@am.org).

Announcing the definitive reference source.
Corning in March from the American Psychological Association
and Oxford Universiy Press.
----"

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF

SYCHOLOGY
Alan E. Kazdin, Editor in Chief

A

fter more than an extraordinary century
of growth, the science of psychology at last
has a refereme source that helps define

the study of mind and behavior. Here
in eight volumes is the definirive guide to every area

of psychological theory, research, and practice.
The product of a unique coliaboration between the
American Psychological Associition

Oxford

University Press, the EncycIopedia of Psyccholog~is a

I

state-of-the-art synthesis of classic and contemporary
knowledge. In 1,500 origind articles, written by
distingilished experts frorn many fields of study, t i e

Encyclopedia gives shape to a richly diverse scienceand offers unequaled access ro its concepts, theories,
methods, findings, major figures, schools of thought,
institutions, and emerging areas of interest.

les by 1,200 distinguished

Comprehensive, authoritative, a d easy to use, the

Encyclopedia of P;ychology takes the full :neasure of

es, blind entries, and an

the field-and

makes its distinctive contributions to

the understanding of mind and behavior accessible
to the wides: possible audience. I: wiil be the standard
information, research, and recerence source for many

rs: Item # 460-0100

years to come.

SPECIAL PREPUBLICATION OFFER-SAVE $170
$825.00 the set until March 31, 2000; $995.00 after
For more information, a complete prospectus, or ro place your order, please contact either:

AMERICAN
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIAT~ON

i? OXFORD
a'
UNWERSITY PRBSS
-'

75C Fm: Srreec, NE, \Va:?:ngron, DC 20002
1 800 364 2721

wvrw.npa.org

order@apao;g

Depr. RAO
198 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
1 800 751 4556
www.oup.com rao@oup-usa.org

for Computer Graphics developed a program called SYIvIAP that created overlays of mapped informatioc. This system was used for urban planning and landscape architecture. The Canada Geographic
Information System (CGIS) is credited with being %e _firstsystem to
be caiied a "GIS." it was desig:ed to help the Canadian government
create an inventory of productive land in Canada. However, the
computer resources necessary to operate these early systems were
enormous, restricting the use of GIS to large governmect crgaeizadons and businesses. As comp~ticgpowe: has become more affordable, GIs moved from mainframe computers to wof~staMons
and now can 5e rxn on a desktop cornpzter. This has made GI5 accessible to nearly anyone.
.
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The developrnect of the Internet has influenced GiS profoundly,
From the beginning, <?e Icternet has provided a means to exchange
infornation, but in the beginning, that information was IzrgeIy textuai or namerical (e-mail, documents, databases). With the development of the V?dd Wide Web and an orientation towards graphical displays of information, use of the Internet for publishing maps
became popular quickly. As an interactive tecl-~noicgy,the Web has
a great advantage over paper maps and atlases. Maps pubiished on
the web are Qnamic and can be examined from multiple points of
?., : ,="
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The Professional Development budget projects a 157 percent positive change over 1999 through ',he re-vitalization of
the program. n e long-range financial plan caIJed for 2.
$50,000 investment into the research and development of
new and improved educational oRerings. The initial outcome
of such investment shail yield more than $130,WQof ad&tiona! net income for FY 2000.
There is an overall seven pecent cost incease in the
&a\c.el budgets througPLoutthe v ~ i o u sprograms aqd activities, as an identified Bend in a recent issue of fie K{,/hger
W&&gton Letter and as one of the ZOGC fmancia1 assur:ptions accepted by the boar^ of Directors.
According to the Association Information Management
Service (AIMS), associations with external professiond s r vices which are a higher percen&ge of Q,Q~expenses u s ~ a g y
have a higher ie& of producgvity. vtiiizing external prof&sional services is a good way to stretch 61s capabdities of
staff and to meet the special and/or episodic needs of the Associa~onwithout a long-tern: st;iffing commitnlent. ~ i l p ,
2000 Budget incorporates outsourcing in the following areas:
advertising and list sales, staff recruidng, i n s i r a m ! payo3,
investments, technobgy, membership recruitnent and retention, e&cationaj dev&pme&, logistics, travel, n~ediaplacement, editing and design, etc.
The Finance Committee will hold its informal wjnter meeting later this month to discuss financial and operations:
benchmarking. The spring meeting wi';i be focused on the
I999 audit report 2nd long-range finaccial planning.
&

view. A viewer can change tke map scale wi% the click of a xonse,
zooming in from a national view to a street map of an individual
city. If the area of interest is near the margin of t3e page, one simply can drag <ie page a M e to the left or to the right - no need to
search for the next map sheet.
As the Internet and networkicg teck~o,OIogin general haiie 5ecome faster and more xliabIe, the cliect-sfi-ver m d e i of computing
has become an attractive option for many computer applications,
including GIS. In a tradition2 GIS workstation model, each person
wanting to use a GIS ir:s%lls the necessary software
data onto
5leir personal computer. Any da& grocessing is conducted on an
individual's workstation. In a dient-sewer model, the GIS software
and data reside on a server that handies 52e data processing and
storage. Individual nsee cocaect to the server with a ciient applimticn, wkkh could 33e a Web browser or another appiimticn. This appproach makes it much easier to ensax access to ;:merit information because ocly the sewer must be npdated. In addition, it is no&
necessary to have many high-er,d computers bemuse the dient
workstations do not perform mu& data processing. One drawback
to this model, of come: is that reliable network access mxst be
available at all times.
Acother trend in the GI5 industry 4s the move towards so.hme
components that embed GIS toois in otiier applications. A i3rr:itcre
store may already h v e a database application that mainains information about tiqeir icvectory, customers, and delivery routes, for
exampie. Rather than trznsfer data from &at appiication to a GIS ts
make a map of customer locations, 2 mapping component
be
added to the applica2cn. This approach makes GIS accessf~ieto a
mdh .wider audience beause they are not forced to Searn a cew
system; instead, they ocly need to learn a new Fdnct-ion within their
exis2ng system.
',',
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As libraries continue to develop their digizl coliections, GIS wiii
provide the took for managcg and accessing geographic informtion. Working with GIS presents bsgq opportunities and chdienges
for libraries because digtal geographic data are so different from
books, periodicals, 2nd even paper maps.
opportunity :o educate users about new information technologies is exciting and fits
well with tke mission of libraries. However, <?ex technologies require new service models and cew skilis. With a: the demands dready put oc librarians, finding time for training mn 5e difkuit.
Morewer, iihrians often r ~ ~ . provide
st
training to users. As GIS
becomes more mainstream, however, those dexands wiil decrease
and librarians again wi8 focus on informtion management and access issues.
Libraries co longer are seif-conQined coliecticns bilt area increasingly Iinked together as a network of informtion access
poicts. Ti?rou@~interlibray ioac services and digital library icitiatives, iibraries demonstrate the value of enabling distributed access
to information. Likewise, GIS techcoiogies x e movicg :awards a
vast network of distrihted geographic d a ~ 5 a s e sand a vxiety of
tooh for xapping acd andyzing them. This a b w s users CLQ ~CCES
iess on the "systems' 2nd more BE the infomation znd hcw to cse
&$
t l ~ einformation to their advanmge.

Direct.
Ei introduces fuil text
access to 600 top journals.
Just ciick on Engineering
Direct in Ei Village.

Now you czn go straight to
the source for facts you need.
Eiec-:roniczily. That's because Ei
has added Engineering Direct
to its cyberspace community:
Engi.nee.vingInformarion Village?

Full text

Engineering Direct allows you
electronic access to 600 key
Eisevier iechnoiogy journals cited
in Ei CornpendexWeb.Which
makes it the most direct route to
informatien you need. Our
combination of Elsevier journals,
internet fax access to other full
text articles, and free electronic
journals ail add up to unmatched
electronic access to over 3 million
articles io engineering.

Ei Village giues you more
Of course: :iou also get all the
productivity-enhancing content
and community benefits of Ei
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22,000 releva~tWeb sites,
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links, R83 databases, and more.
Fly free for 30 days
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fax 201-2i6-8532, tei 201-216-8500
or, in Korth America, 800-221-1044.
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Ei Village
Engineering Information Inc.
information.
We've got it covered.

In the spring of 1999, LeBoeuf, Lamb, a Iarge New
York law firm purchased a muitiyear photocopying license
and paid an undisclosed settlement to avoid a copyri&
infringement suit. Apparentiy, the not-f~r-profit Coyright Clearance Center (CCC) informed ,'our publishers
that en~pioyeesof the fir31 were violating the pbiishers'
copyrigiit. The publishers baxced together and threatened to sue LeBoeuf. And then, arriving on Lie white
horse (GO ~ 1 0 ~of 2 dust hex, bct pe:kps some jet
fumes) comes the GCC to orchestrate the sezlement. Td~%at
should a private sectar Iibrarian do if the CCG knocks at
t!e door? Wnat has happened fair use?
Fair use is alive and well, but so are copyrignt enforcers such as the Association of American Pubiishers
( M P ) and the CCC. This writer is suspicious of claims by
Lie A W m d the CCC and of other owner-oriented goups
such as the Software infsrmaticn Indxstry Association
that they perform a service by "e&xating" Sibrarians
about Z.S. ccpyright law. Ai'-hough they uwaIiy speak in
black and white terms, anyme who k n w s anything
about ccpyright knows there's a iot of gray.
Gray? Is there anything gray about American Geophysica1 Union :/. Texacg? The U.S. Court of Appeals for
tkx Second Circuit affirmed a 1992 federal district c o u ~
~ecisio:~
holding that it v ~ infkgement
s
for a researcher
in a for-pEIt corporation to make copies of journd xcides and store them away for later nse. The appeliate
court emphasized the archivaI n a m e of the copying. Gr.
Chiiiiering, the researcher, may not have wen used the
copies since he ne:ely stored Ciem away in a fiie cabinet.
Significan3y, the court did not adopt the iower conrt's
statement that a corporate library has few ri&s under
h e librzry exemption of tine Copyrig% Act. This devastating statement was dcm-not germne to the issues before t5e court aa~ildtherefore a n be ignored-because tke
parties a p e d that t%ecase would turn on fair use done.
Thus, Texsco was not a 3 108 case.
Section 108 of the Copright Act permits some copying by libraries for tiler patrons. The Iegsiative history
to the Act is dear that the exemption applies to both the
non- sad for--p:& sectors. Sectioc 108 d s o permks libraries to engage in interlibrary arrangements such as interiibrary ioanldocument delivery 'lo acqire a copy of 2
jouxai az-ticlefor a user.

The library Fist xust qualify for the 3bmy exemption
and comply kvitll other repukements of 3 108. (I) The iibray may ody make or acquke a singe copy of an avtide
or excew for Ck pztron who requests i",luItipie copies are
prohi'aited. (2) 'Ex copy must beconze the property of the
reqrrestar; the library cacco:: add it to the coBecticn. (3)
Kkzy mxst not profit directly or indirectly from t2e copy; it
cannot charge clients more for the reproduction t;ia it costs
to m& CIe m y , nor a n the Ubrixy profit irl ar;y way from
such activiry, {4) %e c q y msst kchde C?e notice sf copyrig& from th.e copy reproduced, or if it's n a avdabie, a Iegend that reads "KdS MATEX& IS SLBJECTTB THE LTETED STATES CBF'YRIGHT LAW; W R X E X RE3RODUCTI3N
~ ZT4T
~ ~ NLAN IS PP,8HIBIEiZ." (5) The 3IN \ i f i ~ OF
brzy xust kchde or: its order fcrm, and at .tie piace where
orders x e axepted, a "wming of copyright^" ( 6 ) Re 2brzy also nust be open tc C2e pnKc a: 'L3 resear.,izers irl a
specialized fieid. A libray in the for-profit enviionment
mees this require~ent2 It pz"cicipaies ir: reciproc& ir;e:iibray ien$s@domment deEvery.
There is, however, anc'ker important restriction in
glO8(gj (2): A iibrary cannot engage in "systematic reproduction or distribution of single or multiple copies"
snch that a i?kary that receives copies under i'ler%rary
arrangezxGts "in such aggregate quantities as :o substitute for a subscription to or purffiase of su& worli." The
Act does not specifgr whee a IEbrary ni.ght 5e using ILL/
document d e l i v ~ yas a substiti~tefor z purckise or subscription. For this the "Guidelines for the Proviso of Snbsection 158(g)(2)," more commonly calieci the CONTU
Guidelines must be consulted.
Some people c$. the CCOWTU Chidelices the "Rde of
Five," bnt better 'Lerminoiogy is the "Suggestion of Five."
In axy singe year, a library o ~ @ tnot acquke via ILL/
document delivery, for any aaY~depblished within five
years of the date sf the reqxst, more tilac five su& autides fro= Lie same journal title. The "Suggestion of Five"
does not qpIy if 'lx iibrary has entered a new subscription to the journal or if it already subscribes but ffie item
is aissing from <ye collection. Remenher, however, this
is a gdideiine not 32 absoiute d e . Migk <ie sixtk: or
seventh article from a jocmd titk requested in a year 5e
permissibie? ?ossMy, especiaIiy for a short-term oneLime project a: if it's nearing the end of the calendar yea.,

What ab0v.t the sfteenth or twentieth aricle? Here, the library is
will beyond the p~idelinesand presumably should pay royalties,
Additionally, the guidelines require the library to keep ILL
records far thre.2 full calendar years. Important information to include in the records includes date of the transaction, the journal
name arxl volume number, the title of the article, its pages in the
journal and the same of the individual requestor.
Who needs to pay roydties? Presumably the requesting library. IG
fact, the g ~ i d e l i ~srate
e s that a library which requests copies under 3
108 should attest that the request complies with tile guidelines or
with another prcvision of the Act such as § 107 fair use. The lending
library may reasonably rely on the attestation. However, the librarian
should be aware that some libraries may abuse the priviiege by asking repeatedly fo: copies of articles from the same journal title, The
library s:houlci not 3s such requests unless the borrowing l i b r q is
paying rqaities and so indicates. Moreover, libraries should avoid
EEing requess from for-profit document deliverers unless there is
clear proof that the document deliverer is paying royalties.
For-profit document deliverers that make money from making
copies must pay royalties. There is no § 108-like exemption fo:
them, and their copying is not a fair use. Reputable document delivery compaxiies do pay royalties, and, if they want to stay in business, they wii1 bid royalty fees back to the requesting library or include it iin their fee.
What about electronic ccpies? Sections 107 and 108 are format
neutral. iif the library can make a photocopy of an article copy from
its ~Ilection?OKa researcher or get a photocopy or fax of the article

from another library, it should be able to send the user a digital copy.
In an interlibrary transaction, one also should be able to receive a
digid copy from another library. Recalling that the copy must become the property of the individual requestor, the library may not retain the digital version after delivery to the user.
Because this column began with the CCC, it also end with it. Danvers, Massachusetts-based CCC claims that more than 9,000 companies use their Annual Authorizations and Photocopy Authorizations
Services. The blanket license agreement enables a oxpany to make
an unlimited number of copies of materials in the CCC's repertory of
registered works for internal use. k:d the CCC says that if the compafiy gets a blanket license, the participating publishers will not sue
for infringement. The license does not cover materials publishers
have not registered with the CCC nor does it extend to external copies
such as those requested via ILLidocument delivery.
The CCC coliects royalties from users and returns the revenues
to pliblishers, less a nine to twelve percent fee. It is no surprise that
the CCC interprets fair use and the library exempticn more narr~wly
than this author. A librarian should counsel corporate counsel
about any statements and letters from CCC. Fair use and the library
exemption exists both in the ivory-towered academic world and in
the real commercial world. Justifiably, the 88 I07 and 108 exemptions are interpreted more narrowly for for-prof3 entities. But Congress did not limit these exemptions to the non-profit sector.
Play fair, and pay royalties when they are due. But remember
that just because someone threatens to sue if royalties are not paid
does not mean they are factually or legally right.
@
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Before embarking on any Zip i: is always impcr'ant to
learn abont t5e area's venues and language. That way
the !omis can understand yo:^ and vice versa.
It was once said that Engiand and the United Sates
are two countries separated by a common language. This
article w i attenpt to provide you wit5 a brief overview
of the idiosyncracies of tkx Philadejphia version of Endish to make your stay during Cle conference an even
more enjoyable one.
The most eye-opening tking to me as I began my research was Lie realization t5at growing up in the 'huh
hadn't really chsnged LQebasic city speech patterns. Yix
can take the Philadelphian ontta da city, bztcha cm't take
the city out& da Fhnadelphian. The more I read, the more
I reaked flat tiie accent that I thought I was sublimating
was lurking evewhere in n y speed?.
To begin, we may as well mention the most weE
known ones Pist SO you have iots of time to practice
them before you arrive. W5iIe being known for talking
quickly and swailovJicg letters in the oddest parts of
words, there are certain mukisyilabic words which we
like to give more than thy2 just due.
Read the fcEowi~gsentence aloud.:
Anymore, Philadelphiam ha/e tire ata'tude thcrt t h q
h e in a beaut@ niuni@al area.
To speak proper Philadelphian, it wonid be pronoucced:
Anymore, Phi2uhdeJins have the d@-tlrde that t h q
&e in a bee-yoa-di@I myun-ee-sip-a! area
Everyone's become kmiiiar with the infarms "Yo9'
t5ar:ks to Kociiy BaIboa. Ent, there are some equdly important phrases for you to use whicli are best illustrated
by this deep conversaticin:
YQ!VJha3s u p ? G'eet? No, C'm? No. 'squeet.
ai-andaabn: Yo! Whlrt's up? Did y ~ eat7
u No. Did
flu? No. Lef'sgo eat.
One article I read reaiIy surprised me not becmse it
poicted out unique pronunciations. but because i didc't
realize that fiey were uniqne. The author provided a list
of unasnal ways we szy the following words:
Powell ~ ~ e n u e Pal h e m e
Towel
Tal
Mqor
-We
Eagies
rgks
For more infinnation, Legal
i.l&le
confact
I look forward t3 many attendees visiting our hospiP e . Lynch
tality booth to explain how else these words ccuid possi(~ynch@rncn,sjy:corn). bly be pro~cunced!
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I was going ";c ecd with an explanation of the Philadeiphia O {try pronouncing borne as heouwx for ',he
cearest appxximation) but some things you just have tc
experience for ycarself~
So, ow, f d y armed with your Ph2addphian Lexicon,
you're ready fo: ;me. To close with our msntra: Philadelphia!! Youse comin' or wha'?

-

F ~ g i :j 2x7s

Philadelphianism
warddet.
how2
tayj
sc~appk
Achee

Translation
wmr
subrna&e; hgo sandwich
IcUipop
no known equivdie~t
h the universe
A m whereyou
bgv thefood

GC"CIG~S;%~C~
., Y
~ERS
Phiiadelpttianism
Ikmdation
the Nmi ferny shore
D o m rhe5ho1e
(as in "Areyagoin' cu?nmunitles
down &e shore this
weehd?)
the Bouinwrd
,Q&seve/t Bouk~ard
the Ridg8
Ri&e A m u e
Rou& 475
the BIue Route
Sc~clpture/cared af
the flo&es Pin
A%&B Bmket.
GflciaI n m e is " f i e fiLCs*'
now called Kelly I 3 n ~
Es7stRi~flDPive
bur no FhiIadeQhian
worth their S& cm
remember w , k t , r thg
renamed the East or West
R&erD.?fve
2nd Street - Home Ofthe
Two Street
iKutr,mn where;,wu do
"Zne SWt"
m'ck
CCeek
pqment
pavemm~or sidewatk
And to keep your beari~gswhile strolling downtown,
remember the nznemonic:
By Cat Sans Wen 'tLike So3 Pretzels
It's the main streets in Phifly: IKarkex, Ghestnp,
---,
Sanssm, Wdnut, Locust. Sp:cce and Pine Streets. @%

1 For more information send e-mail to

1 globa12000@s1aorgor calf 1-202-234-4700.
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par Katherine Baker

The changing role of the corporate librarian has been the topic of m ~ c hdiscussion in
recent years. These changes are, of course,
hrgejiy the result of technological changes in
the tcols we use to accomplish our tasks. For
example, cnline resources have replaced hard
copy mate~als,Chus changing the librarian's
reqired skill set and type of services offered.
But in addition tc modifying the corporate bbrarim'. roies ard responsibilities, recent
technological changes have also obviated the
need for rigid work styles. This articie expiores the reasons why today's corporate research center is zppropriate for those seekirtg
fiexible ' ~ ~ arrangements,
r k
and provides insight into Lie benefits of fiexi'ile work a:rangeneKs ic other industries.

Au cours de ces dernikres annkes, Ie r6ie
changeant du bibliothCcaire d'entnprise a fait
I'objet de maintes discussions. Bien entendu, ces
changements sont en grande partie le resulttt des
changements d'crdre rechnologique dans les outils que nous utiiisons pour accomplir nos Sches.
Par exemple, les resscurces en ligne ont renplace
ies documents papier, modifiant ainsi I'ensemble
des talents requis &J 3ibliothCcaire et le genre de
services offerts. Mais, outre ies changements
dans le r61e et ies respocsabilites du bibliothecaire d'entreprise, les changements recents
dans B technologic ont egalement elhint. la necessitk de methodes rigi~esde travail. Cet article,
d'uce part, explore les raisons pour lesquelles Ie
centre de recherche d'une entreprise est adequat
poilr ceux qui cherchen: des arrangements flex;,bies de travail et cf'antre part, ii nous Cclaire sur
Ies avantages d'arrangements flexibles de travail
dans d'autres inchstries.

El papel cambiante del bibliotecario de ia wrporacion ha sido el tema de muchas discusiones
en aiios reciextes. Estos cambios son, por supuesto, en gran page el resultado de 10s cambios
de tecnobgia en lzs herramientas qne utilizamos
para !iet7arcabo nuestras tareas. for ejemplo, ios
recursos en iinea han reemgazado a las copias
impresas, ca~biandoasi el conjunto de conocirnientos que se reqijerian y 10s tipos de servicios ofrecidos por el bibliotecario. ?ere ademas
de modificar Ics papdes y responsabilidades del
bibliotecaric, ios cambics recientes de tecnoiogia
tambien han cbviado la ~ecesidadde tener estiios rigidos de trabajo. Este articub exp1o:a ias
:azones For las cuales el cestro de investigation
de la corporacih de hoy es apropiado para aque20s que busczn arregos ftexibles de trabajo, y
proporcio~auna vision de 10s beneficios de programas flexibles de trabajo dentro de oeas industrias.
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@fer time, enterprise information resources become fragmente~-this is a fact. Organizations deploy structured data in multiple databases and scacfs of unstructured email and
dccuments or! servers throughout the company. Several years ago, many organizations put
together intranecs that bridged the gap between workers and some of Lie company's infomatio:n. However, as time passed most have
come o: :cedihe that this ,first generation intranet no longer meets the firm's needs. In fact
intranes are ohen so severely under funded
that they actLla2y cost organizations dearly in
lost time arid resources. Fist generation intranets, as importmt as they a n be, cost organizations huge amounts in lost time and revenue. When quantified, this outlay can be s t a g
gering.
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Make slrre you cast your vote for the
200012013: bearc' of drrectors Don't miss this
opportunity to read about y o u colleagues who
are ninnng for board posi'Liocs. Let your vctce
be heard

ram??" de i'a;3;e &
par Tim NlcMahon
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Au fil des temps, Ies sources d'inforaations
dune entreprise deviennent segmentees --c'est
ua fait acquis Les organismes affichent des donnkes structurkes dans us, multiples bases de donnCes et des tas de ccurriers Clectroniques et de
docmects non strccturks sur des serveurs
partou: dans la soci6te. Il y a plusieurs annies,
de nombreux organisrnes cnt sssemblC des intranets qui ont combie ie fosse entre les travailleurs
et une partie des inibrmations Ce l'entreprise.
MalgrC cela, alors qut ie temps s'ecoulait, phsieurs personnes en sont veriues a se rendre
compte qlle cette premiere generation d'intranets
ne satisfaisait plus aax besoins de la sociiti.. Effectiveaent, ces Intraxets sont souvent dot& de
fonds tellement insuffisants qu'es rCalite 3s
coiltent cher a m organismes en temps perdu et
en ressources. La premihe gineration
d'intranets, malgre I'importance de ceux-ci. est
exhCmement osCrwse pox ies organismes en
temps perdu ct en revenus. Quantifikes, ces
dCpenses peuvent Ctre formi~ables.

Ne manquez pas de voter pour le conseil
d'administration de isannee2000-2001. Ne manquez pas non plus lusetl-eoccasion de lire ies informations sur vos collegues p i se prksentent aux
postes du conseil. Vous wez voix au chapitre !
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por Tim WcMahon
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En el transcurso del tiempo, ios recursos de
informacion de 1s empresa han sido fragaentados; esto es un hecho. Las organizaciones despLiegan datos estructurados ex diversas bases de
datos y una inkidad de correc electronic0 no
estructurado y documentos en los servidores
dentro de la compafiia. tiace algunos afios, varias
organizaciones formaron redes internas que ilenaron vacios en la brecha entre trabajadores y alguna informacion de la compaiiia. Sin embxgo,
con el transcaso dei tiempo ia mayoria de ellas
se han dado cuents que esta primera generacien
de redes internas ya no llenzn 10s requisitos de la
fima. De hecho h s redes internas cuentan fiementemente con escascs fondos que en realidad
cuestan caro a las crganiaciones debiuo a perdiCa de tiempo y de recursos. La primera generacion de redes internas, a n importante como
pueda ser, han costado a Ias organizaciones cantidades encrmes en pkrdida de tiempo y de ingresos. Este desenboiso, a1 cuantificarlo, podria ser
asombroso.

Asegcrese de votar para la junta ~e directores del afio 2000 ai 2001. No pierda esta
opoacnidad de leer acerca de sus colegas cue
Sean candidatos para cargos en la junta. jDeje
oir su voz!
information Otlaoh Janllarq 2000
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For information on placing classified
advertisements, please contact Vivian Cohen
at: 1-301-963-3622;
fax: 1-301-869-8608; e-maif :vivian@sla.org.

Register for convenient distance learning courses
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* marketing iibrary services
subject indexing
* cataloging
e time management
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or your life-improving your skills simply means
reaching for your computer!
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